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P R E F ~ C E 
I have selected the topic Employment Exchange for 
the dessertation because unemployment is the most burning 
problem of the day. ~~ it is well known to everybody that 
the prosperity of the country is the objective of our plans. 
Moreover prosperity can be brought about in the country only 
if the unemployment problem is tackled effectively. The 
' . 
Employment Exchanges can play an important part in solving 
this problem. But the Employment Exchanges as they are 
functioning at present have certain short comings. If these 
short-comings are eliminated these Employment Exchanges will · 
play an important role in the attainment of maximum possible 
employment in our codntry. 
I am deeply indebted to my supervisor, Prof.Mohammad 
Shabbir Khan, who very kindly and generously guided me and 
made valuable suggestions for improvements when this study 
was under preparations. 
My thanks are due, to, the Assistant Employment 
Officer Mr. Badrudin Kha.n, Statistical Assistant Hr. Dilshad 
Ali Khan and head clerk Mr. Om Prakash Varshney, who 
de~oted their valuable time in oral discussions about the 
present situation of ~ligarh Employment Exchange Organisation. 
In the last I am also thankful to my friend Shah 
Ainul Hamideen, who sometimes helped me in the collectiond'l, 
data. 
- A. • .t\. Rizvi 
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.Qli!PT.£:1] I 
l N 1 _BJQ g U Q T l Q IT 
1andi ,ji ones said, " vle should be ashamed of resting Ol' having 
a square meal so long as there is 0'16 able bodied man o:r· woman wi thont 
work or food". 
Above mentioned words of Gandiji ~ that each and every 
person which is abls to work should get employment, i~ he desires,. 
5t means that there should be employment opportunities opened for all. 
It j s a well established fact that to remove the misfortunes of 
unemployment all the inhabi tents of a country should work in co-onerati-
on with e8ch other, otherwis<? tre problem carnot be rooted out, but 
it needs a great deal of carefulness on the side of person related 
to the work of employment. 
Emnloyment exchanf!;eS are much related with the work of employ-
ment, and they can play a (if handled carefully) very imnortant role 
in lessening the misfortunes of unemployment. Though em~loyment 
ex~han~es deal wtth the qualitative aspect of employment problem and 
they cannot create emoloyment opnortunities directly, but they can 
c,~eate emnloyment opportunities indirectly( to some extent) with tre 
relp of advertisement, publication wrk and publicity measures • So it 
becomes their fundamental duty to deal wt th the problem very carefully, 
with ~rPat responsiblity and honestly. 
Here I think it necessary to disclose that what is the reason 
which co,.,pelled me to choose this tonic of "wo:·kings of Employment 
Exchano;e in ALIGA.lli for tre last five years. 11 The -reason is "'.rery 
inte !'e sting because it iS related to my personal expe-rience. Once 
as fa:r· as I recan"tulate wren I 1-ras a st.udent of Intermediate, I want 
to tre Er.mloyment Exchan~e office of :v.LEERUT, fo-r "e~istering rny self, 
for emnloyment assistance. The behavier of the officials on duty was 
rude and disgu;rsttng. The only wo·.""k which they performed was to 
re~i ste r my name. 
. ... 2/-
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I en qui -red about the employment onportunt ties available ~tin 
the employent exchan~e, but~ arswered me negative and in a very 
c~1de manner. I was very much disappointed. From that time I took 
my mind to go in details of the workings and procedure of employment 
exchan~es, the !'esnlt of l\'hich is present in the form of thesis. I 
have tried to p.,.,esent the problem as it exists, Before going tn 
details it is useful to ~ive certain charactersticks of ALIGAffi1 
emoloyment, market. 
According to the population cens11s of 1961 the population of 
ALI1A~ Distr~ct was 1765275 with 948568 men and 8167~7 women. Out of 
this total population 286698 persons are living in cities and 
1478577 in villages. According to the census of 1951 this population 
w~s 15435o6. In these ten years the population tnct'eased by 221796 
( 14. 37 .I. ) 
Acco!'ding to the occupational classification 9o3(3o women) 
nersons are engaged in mines and animal husbandary, 47775(9848 women) 
in domestic vmrks, 2846o (588 vromen) in production, 5995 (26 women) 
in construction works, 34995 ( 1o92 women) in trade and commerce, 
1o533 (67 women) in transport, 96744 (11421 women ) in other services, 
121 o138 (7878o4 women) persons are not vo rki ng anywhere. These cha-
,..,acte,...stick aT'e of very great significance for the discussion of· 
Pmnloyment situation of any place • 
./;he first chapter of the thesis deals with the problem of 
nnemDloymebt and its different aspects as:- meaning of unemployment, 
• 
c a,, se s of unemnlo·vment, effects of unemployment and the remidie s for 
tre p,...oblem of unemployment. It h2s a great relevence 11rith the 
disc, sst on of :Zmployment exchan~Se s. Because without knowing the 
meaning, effects, causes and position of unemployment of a particular 
area, it •uill be very defficult to discuss about the organisation 
which deals with the work of employment assistance of the area • 
• . • . 3/-
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The second chapter iS devoted to the mear;ing, ori~ion and 
!S.,.,owth of employment exchanges, defective methods of recruitment and 
scientific methods of recruitment are also discDssed in the same 
c haute r. 
;The next chapter deals with the functions of Employment Exchange 
which should be kept in mind while operating its duties, otherwise the 
purnose of establishing this organisation will end in smoke. 
Or~anisation and administrative set up of ALIGARH Employment 
Exchange i..s disc';ssed in a separate chapter. It is also of a great 
impo-rtance. Because witho1Jt having an adequate knowledge of the 
or~anisation and administrative setup of .ALIGARH Employment Zxchange 
we can not succeed in finding facts about the Exchange. Procedure 
-;ou:~ 
and daily put a en of .ALTJ. ARH employment exchange is also given in the 
c haute r. 
The important vmrks performed by ALTIARH employment exchange 
start with tl--Jis chapter. First duty of each employment exchange iS 
Registt'atton. In this chapter first of all I hav~ discussed, theori-
tic ally, the types of registration, the procedut'e of registration, 
rsgistration in case of women applicants, scheduled caste; tribe 
anplicants, ex-service personnels, debarred Governmentservants and 
disulaced uersons etc. The data for all these are given in different 
tables at nlaces wlJere necessary. After reading this chapter it will 
be q'li te clear that what are those works ( in the field of reg istra-
ti on) which are performed by ALIGARH Employment Exchcn ge from 
January 1963 to December 1967. 
une long chapter ~x~tococ is devoted to the Employment 
Harket sit,,ationof ALIGARH • This is the most important work of 
emoloyment exchange. I'>Ii thout having a considerable imformation about 
the emuloyment market, the work of err~ployment exchange can not 
nroceed. 
1"\f' urnmAn _ 
Employment trends, 1memnloyment trends, employment situation 
----4/-
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sho"'ta<;e and surnln s of manpower, and demand of personii'els are 
described in the best -possible way. Figures and data refSarding the 
e 111ployment market information are r;iven on the basis of data SU'1plied 
by the emoloyment exchange office. Curves to show a:xm the ups and 
dovm in the market a:ne drawn with ~reat care, for private sector, 
nublic sector and both sectors combined. 
The chapter related to the Important work of Vocational Gnidance 
i_s also -v:riten 1dth great caution. The d 8 ta about tbis cbapter is on 
thP basis of rs~ister, ~ai~tainrd by ~he SPction. It is ·~ally 
inter~sting to note that the figures given in the register of the 
office are falls upto 1965. ALDAPE Employment Exchange started 
the orogramme of 6pen Evening, aims, ~urposes and results of this 
are desct>ibed in a very intet>esting way. 
The p'1blic i ty me a sure s ad~ opted by the employment exchange 
to a+t,.-.act persons to 1Jse the employment exchartge are also described 
;_ n a separate chapter. Thouc:;h no impo rta~t me a sure is taken by the 
exchange. 
A small chapter consisting the reports and returns is also 
incl11ded in the thesis. The employment exchange is respohsiblj3 to 
send different reports, monthly, quarterly, half yearly and anually 
abont its works vii thin its ,jurisdiction. 
T~ere is a separate chapter for physically handicaped persons. 
Tro,~h tlli s wokk is done on a high scale in the employment exchange 
for hand-t caoued oe rsons DEH<M DUNS, but on a small scale ALDARH 
employment exchange office also deals vii tb the this problem. 
T1Le last chanter is the ~e s,-1 t of the whole ope ration. Having 
in view the whole disc1_1ssion about the workings of employment exchange 
of ALI1A'tffi in the last five years some concl11Sions are dra-wn. It is 
fo·,nd that t"IJere are certain drawbacks in the workings of the 
o~~anisation, some possible measures are given to remove these 
d'"'awbacks. 
. •••• 5/-
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Certain sup;g~stion are also given for the improvements of the organisa-
tion. r,To doubt, employment exchanges are very important for an economy. 
B,_J.t they can not perform their duty properly, if their conditions are 
not improved. The suggestions will help very much in this context. 
The End 
- 6 -
C H A P T 3 R II 
------- -
PBOBL'SM OF UNEHPLOYivlENT 
Hanki nd still suffers from certains major social and economic 
evils. An ontstaYJ.ding fault of the society in which we live is its 
fa:i.lnre to prov:i.de employment contin11ously to all those who dlsire 
to work. It t s conceivable that certain amount of unemployment might 
ha"'re existed at any time at any part of the known world, bnt the fact 
-remains that unemployment has become a considerable evil force only 
during the last two hundred years. 
~he theoritical explanation of the determination of employment 
(and implication unemployment) has varried at different times in the 
-rsalm of economic thought. To the classicists f'J.ll employment was, 
~enerally sneaking, someting given that vould need no special care, 
and would raise no special problem. They hld that if resonrces are 
not fully employed at any point of time, competition for employment 
wonld -reduce the terms in which resources will be availab~le, and 
thi. s wonld encourage expansion untill condition of full employment 
wo11ld be reached. This l.ras considered to be equally true for labour 
as for any otner factors of production. Their contention was that 
the-re is no such thing as" involuntary unemnloyment" in the strict 
sense. They hold th 8 t "voluntary unemployment" is due to a refnsal 
of labo11r to work for the ruling wage rate or a rate a little less. 
Keynes was perheps tlte first economist of high professional 
..,..ef,,te since Halthus to attack the doctrine that the economic forces 
of a u-ri vat,e p"!"'operty economy tend to provide employment to all those 
vrho want wo1'k at the rnling wage rates. He contended that the volume 
of employment, at a ~iven time, is determined by "effective demar.d". 
Thou~h the keynesian explanation is much mo:r.e plausible than 
th~=tt of classis-~-s, and th01J.'Sh it is marked advance in economic theoryl 
yet it may not be of ~eneral apr)lication to all the countries i~ the 
wo-rld. •••• 7/-
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;,lr iJ:ti:.tg i :.t the thirties ard absorbed in the unemployment problem of 
the dtSveloped western countries, keynes overlooked various facts of . 
unemployment peculiar to the under developed countries. Hovrever the · 
problem of unemployment is still there, and for under developed 
cmmtries especially it is very significant. 
ThA problem of unemployment throws a major challange to the 
Government of Indii a. Although t'"'e re are signs to indicate acceptance 
of this c1lallange by the Gov(:3 rnme nt, a prog ramrne that may be regarded 
as a work able solution of the pro~lem has still to be preformed • 
J.ffiN,rnn OF .QHEHPLOYN:i:NT 
It is really defficult to define the term unemployment. From 
the point of view of the economy as a whole, unemployment mea~s 
inefficient utilisation of hnman :resources, lov!Er production and there-
fore lov1er staPdard of living of the people. It does not mean only -
jo~lessYJess, and it ca11 not be measured by quantity of unused labour 
t1 me. A distinction should be made between unemployment and non-
emnloyment. In the modern societies there are persons vh o are nd>t 
e xnected to work for earring their livings as chi ldre.n of school ~ oi ng 
age and old persons. They can'!;not be considered unemployed, they are 
non employed. 
In an eco"'omy where the majority of workers are self employed, 
t"'e uroblem of unemployment sho11 ld be approached with the problem of 
self employed wo"!.~kers in mind. This consideration makes it necessary 
to introduce a new concept, that of under-employment. Under -employed 
persons are those whose employment is part time, casual, or of 
inherently low productivity. 
A re"ort submitted on December 16 1949 by a group of experts 
annointed by the U.N. Secretary General, held that unemployment isof 
t~ree main kinds. The first is dne to a lack of capital equipment 
or other complementary resources necessary to keep wage-earners at 
wo~k. 
• ... 8/-
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'"Phis iS regarded as a "characterstic phenomenon of under-developed 
countries'~ The second timoc kind of unemployment arises from certain 
stt'uCt1lral factors in the economy S1'Ch as seasonal fluctnations in ~a:ti.<' 
activity, de cline in particnlar industries and i -rregulari ties in ce rta:m 
tyne s of occupations. The Rxperts do not state the specific type of 
countries vlheT'e it exists, out it may be -regarded as EH3 occurring 
i.n developed as well as in 1mder - developed countries. The third 
kind of unemployment is 15ene:>ated by the inefficiency and j_nstability 
of effective demand. Tr-is is re~arded as a characterstic feature of 
the indtJstrialised (developed ) countries. 
But a bet;ter classification of unemployment can be 2;iven in tJbie 
followin~ way. 
UVENPLOYHENT 
Voluntary Involuntary 
------r 
Disguised Visible Seasonal 
'T'he first broad division is bet·ween voluntary and involuntary 
unemployment. Involuntary unemployment is important. This may be 
defined o.s the unemuloyment due to unavailability or i:'lsufficiency 
of work durin~ periods of, say, a few \vseks, a fsw months , or even 
a few years, vrhen the workers in question want to work, It may take 
various fo~ms: dis~uised, visible and seasonal. 
Di-;suised unemployment may be defined as the part of the labour 
force which can be released from certain sectors of an economy vlithont 
chan~ inr:; the capital intensity and institutional frame \rlork, 
.... 9/ 
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but by shifting some labours to other productive work, and further 
by imp"!'oving the organisation of\'() rk and division of la'·xmr and also 
by tntroducing simple labour saving devices requiring little or no 
net addition to capital outlay. 
Visible unemployment is rather a simple concept. It means for 
all practical pu!'po ses, the total absence of jobs for certal n workers 
for some period. 
See.sonal nnemployment may be defined as the lack of productive 
work during some periods of the year or asjf.lst seasonal idleness. 
This kind of unemployment arisP.s mainly from the dependence of certain 
occupations or indnstries on climate conditions. 
"::FF1~CT S OF T;'TEHPLQYW3i'1T 
The greatest evil of unemployment is not physical but moral, 
not the vJant which it may bring but the hatered and fear which it 
b,1 apCJs. Its effects on unemnloyed·:~workers is direct and deleterio,·s. 
Be sides the loss of ear:lings and consequent reduction in the staodar'd 
of livim;, i.t may advErsely effect t~e morale of "-rc uorkG::', :::' . '· 
•,..,.; s _·~J.f confidence and make him feel unwanted. If unemployment 
lasts for sometime, he may lo-se his skill and vlO:rk habits, and may 
become ,mfi t for any reg;1Jlar wo t>k. Prolonged unemployment wo:·k s 
liJ;e a trap which turns unemployed workers into unemployable workers • 
.Q!gS-:S OF'_U"-TSHPLOY1·CNT IT'\ INDIA 
Ravin~ examined the employment situation in its various facts, 
the factors vJhich are -r·e sponsible for the development of this si tuat1.on 
as it p"'esents itself to day need be analysed. As the factors 
leadin~ to the dis~uised, seasonal and visible unemployment in lndi..a 
aT'e different and separable, it may be considered lo~ical to give a 
not be \vise to 10 in thE details of the reasons of unemployment in 
India, so, i.t seems to be better to give only points. 
• ••• ·1 o/ 
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( 1 ) Cayss_s of dl~ue d unem:p~B..n.1;.:-
(a) Znormous increase in population 
(b) B:-i tis:r trade and tariff policy and industrial 
revolution. 
(c) Poor growth of la-r>~e scale modern industries. 
(d) The 1 ove rnme nt s' fi. seal policy. 
(2) Caus~s of Seasonal,_llnemployment :-
(a) In ac;-r>iculture 
C'J) In lar'Se scale Indn st r>l e s 
(c) In cottc:.ge and small scale industries. 
( 3) Can se § of vi sj.ble unempl.o.y_mE=mt_;_-
(a) Continuous increase in population 
(b) System of secondary and university education 
(c) Partition. 
Ci) Refu~ee problem 
(i i) Structural changes in Indo~Jak trc..de. 
(d) High cost structure of Indian industries. 
This enalysis smgests that unemploymert has many aspects, and 
no single remedy can be su~gested. The problem must be attacked on 
various fronts. This is necessary because many factors are responsible 
for unemployment. So such steps must be taken into consideration 
\'ihich should lessen and in strict sense root out the evils of 
unemployment. On the other hand steps must also be taken to 
facilitate the employment apportunities, so that·the evil methods of 
~·scrui tment should be vanished. 
~here 1.vere and still prevailing several evil methods of 
recruitment, there i:§ a lack of infor:1ations regarding the employment 
apportuni ties, there is still a lack of proper guidance for the 
employable persons. The probler11 of unemployment ca.! not be solved 
. 
unless and untill there is a uroper and systametic advancement to this 
side, •••• 11 ;-
••••• 10/-
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emuloyment exchan~es are present as a cure to this problem. If 
employment eXGhanges work properly the problem can be solved to a 
~rea t exteYJt. 
-------
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Q H !::. .E 1 ~ B III 
01J:1~T<r, )'ttot1TTH A11) O~''ISATION OF EHPLOYH:S:NT EXCHATrES 
~oward the end of 2nd world war, the need was felt for a 
mac'Y)inery that wo'§tld satisfactorily handle, orderly re-.absorbtion in 
civil life of a larg;e mml;er of service personnel and war workers who 
vrAre to be released. In India 'fhe Employment Exchange cqme into being 
in the year 1943-44. Before this there was a good deal of disc,1ssion 
rec;arding advisability of establishing employment exchanges in India. 
B1Jt nothj_ ng come out of it. Really in 1943-44 employment exchanges 
we.,..e established because of the requi rementsof the 2nd world war. 
T§n employment exchanges were established in 1943-44 were run on a 
vol,,nt.!'<ry basis and were open to technical personnel only. Hovlever 
it v1as .,..ealised that vri.th the termination of hostilities the problem 
of .,..esettlement of unemployed skills and unskilled workers and 
demobi.lised service personnels would arise, having regard to the 
comolexi ty of the problem and to ensure co-ordination and uniformity 
i11. policies governing demabilisation and res1@ttlement, it 1.vas thought 
to be Decessary that a machinery should be evolved to facilitate the 
.,..esettlement. It w2s considered to be necessary, to be set up, should 
be di .,..ected and controlled by the central Governmmilt. In accordance 
with a sche~e that agreed upon by the central and state Governments 
a Di .. ectorate General of Resettlement and ~mployment was created in 
1945 for a period of 5 years, and it was entrusted with the task of 
snnervi sion, co-ordination and direction of the centr£1 and regional 
sections of the "'e-settle!'.!'!tnt and employment o~anisation. The count!'y 
\ITAS revideQ. into 9 !'e~ions, each re~ion bein~ under the char~e of 
.,..e;ional Di .,...ector. The scheme envisaged establishment of 71 3mployment 
~xchan~es by February 19~6, in different pa:!.'ts of the Country. 
Ti.ll the end of 1946, employment service facilities were 
available only to demobilised service personnel and dischar~ed war 
••••• 13/-
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In 1947 at the time of partition of the country Employment :2,xchange s 
J 
·were call upon to deal 1\d:th the resettlement of a lar~e numbs r of 
persons vlho were displaced in consequence of the partition. In 
response to ~ ro1.vin!=_; demand, the scope of ssrvi ce was r;r·adually extended 
and by early 1948, employment exchanges were thrown open to all 
cate~o-:.~ies of workers. The provincial C1overnments were advised to 
set up employment infonnation Bereau, so th:1t demobilised persons 
mo.y have easy access +;o i nformatt on. In 1946 there were 69 employment 
c. 
:xchan~es, 173 employment information Bereaus and 71 moible exchanges, 
were also established. In 1949, the life of resettlement and 
employment or~anisation was extended upto 1952 with cartain 
"'eductions in expe-:1.di ture and later it was further extended upto 1955. 
TIE SHIVA EAO COMHIT'rEs 
In 1\Tovember 1952 the GoverVJment of India a:f appoi:J.ted a 
committee under the chairman ship of B.SHIVA RAO, called Training and 
Employment Service Organisation Committee to examine the future of 
the organisation of the Directorate 1eneral of ]esettlement and 
'Smployment. The committee was also asked to repor·t on the future 
organi s&tion and expansion of employment exchan~e s. It submit ted its 
reuort in 1954. 
The comi 1-tee examined the ~rking of employment exchanges and 
poin+;ed out sevPral defacts. The employment exchanges, could not 
wo'I'k effec'-ively because when their seope was extended during 1947-48, 
there was a~r"3at inc1:'sase in the number of applic:ants with the limited 
staff, i. t was not nossible to know1\ job e.pryortuni ties and to test the 
ability of annlicunts who were recommmnded to the employers. Another 
T'S as on was that tr.e employment exchanges were established on a temporar3 
basis and their future was uncertain with the result that the staff 
was interested in, somshovl or other, keepin~ it going on and it did 
not su~gest +;o imnrove the working of the organisation • 
• • • • • 1 4/-
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Another defect in the or~anisation was that the state Governmert:> ~ . 
were not sufficiently asseciated in the administration of the service. 
The committee found that the private employers seldom used the 
SP rvi ce s of the exchanges. 
rrhe SH IVA ~'{AO Committee made some import ant recommendations 
aimed at increasing the efficiency of the service. The C}eneral 
recommendations were follow:i ng:-
( 1) The employment orga11is 8 tion should be placed at on a 
pe rmanant basis. 
(2) It should continue to operate for both emnloyers and 
workers without any char~e. 
( 3) lV'hi le there should be centralised co-ordination and 
supervision, the administration, shoyld be transfered 
from the central Government to the state Government. 
(4) The central 'J.overnment should bear the entire cost of the 
central Headquarter and 6o .;. of the state expenditue, 
and the state Government should provide the nscessary 
accommodation and bear 4o .;. of the cost of running 
the service in the state. 
(5) It also recommended introduction of employment counselling 
programme and collection and publication of information 
on ~eneral employment out look. 
( 6) Commit tee also T'€ commended that occupational research 
prossramme sh011ld be improved. It also recormnended 
comprehensive information programme. l·:obile sectj on of 
employment exchang~s should be discontinued and where 
full time office is not justified part time employment 
exchanrse s should be set up. 2mployment exchanges should 
be maintain continuous .,...elationshi p with the emuloye rs 
and workers or~anis 8tions in their ar'ea, 
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P~iv~te employers sho~ld be required on a compulsory basis to notify 
to the exchanges all vacanci•ss other than vacancies for unskilled 
c ate g o ri e s. 
Some of the -r'ecommendations d)f the SHIV A RAO Committee have 
been implemented. The administrative contr61e of the employment 
Pxchanges \vGS transferred to the state Go~rernments with effect from 
1.11.1956 and it vr 8 s decided that the central 1overnment would bear 
6o.l. of the cost of organisation. 
Si nee 1954 figures show a continuous expansion in the number 
of ~et;istrations, number of employe~s using the exchanges, number of 
vacancies notifj_ ed and number of plac·smen ts effected, whd:th between 
1954 to 1963 increased from 128 to 453 lak'!:'.s, 15.65 to 41.51 la:c":s, 
4"l6o t·:) 1247:'1 1:;::1•s, ~'esuectively. However ""'3ulacements as a 
uercentar;e of "''G~istration -remained more or less constant and vacancie~ 
fllled as a percentar;e of registration declined. 
It is really interesting and better to say pitiable to know the 
methods of ... e·cruitment 11lhich were prevailing in the olden days a'::",d 
in some ·olacss even now. The recruitment process w,..,s such that '.::he 
emuloyable class was under exploitation, not wven this but the 
e mnloye rs were also experiencing great losses. So it becomes rtece ssaf; 
to Fxrylain those methods of recruitment. 
"1'~C"=!TTI'I'JfS~?r OF LABOUP FO {CE 
If p,..,oper care is VJ.ot taken in the recruitment of labour 
force, the employer, the workers and community are bound to suffer. 
Tne emnloyer suffers, if he does not ~et the man best suited for a 
particular _job, the vmrker suffers if he can n-ot find a job for 
vrhi ch he is best sui ted, and the community suffers as a re snl t of 
low productivity and dissatisfaction among workers and employers. 
In India ~~c~uitment was and to some extent is fun the hands of 
".ro-g-g"';;R" and " C0}~1ACTOR 11 
• • • • 16/-
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.TOBBER 
An idea of the uo1-ver in the hands of jobber can be obtained 
from the number of fu'1ctions he performed. He acted as a recruiting 
a~ent, supervisor or a foremen and in some casss, even as a sub-
emuloyer. He lvorked as an assistant mechanic artd imparted technical 
t-raining to nsw r>ecruits~nnr He acted as an intermediary between 
Prnuloyers and employees and i·hus performed a function of trade unions. 
Bach of these functions ..,..equire efficiency and competencess of high 
order, and which is a joke to think to be performed by a single person. 
',vo-rke rs came into contact with this uowerful person in the factory 
and it is not sur>prising that they were more attached to the jobber 
than to the l":ill or !.muloyer. A jobber had a power to promote or 
dismiss a vrorker. In the twenties when a jobber :Eft th€ mill he took 
away hi s-wo rkers-w:rth hJ.m. 'fhe ;J"oooere:x:acted a fee a.s a price of· 
employment and in some cases workers had to pay him regularly to 
retajn the job. This, of course, meant that the workers were 
recruited rtot on the basis of their suitability, efficdency and 
.if 
competence but on the basis of their ability to pay bri~e, with the 
resnlt that employers had to bedr high labour costs and thu workers 
had to fRee unfair competition. Anohter evil of the system was high 
turn over of labour. It was in the interest of jobber to creat as 
many vacanci2s as possible. Every fresh recruitment meant a 
finacial ~ain to him. in addition to the evils of loan sharkins and 
or~al1i sed C~'imes 1ve re prevalent. It woyld be wrong to hold jobbers 
resuonsj bility for these evils. In the 1.Jltimate analysis, it w,:.s 
the l"ecruitment -policy of the emuloyer wh] ch ~ave the jobber too much 
power, that he missused and abused. This was only to be expected 
for, after all, a jobber was a person whose status, education, and 
competence can not be considered adequate for the purpose. 
. . . . . 17/----
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CQr{T\ACTOll 
Another intermediary, who played and still plays an important 
part in recruitment, in Indi.a, is the contractor. The \·lorkers suffered 
under this system also. Some emuloyers deleberatsly adopted the 
contract method because it enabled them to ascapt the provisions of 
va.,-.ious acts. The relationship betvJeen contractor a>:d vJOrker is of 
t.gmporary nature and he does not hesitate to exploit the workers for 
his immediate gain. In this regard a contractor may find himself 
helpless because the system of giving contracts to the lowest bidder 
may force him to pay low wnses. Contract labour is maintly used 
in mi'1es, building and construction and in some c,,ses .::venin factories. 
Wearabout sa~e draw backs which the jobber bas are also associated 
w:i_ th contractor. 
Having in mind the above mentioned drawbacks in the recruitment 
of labour there arises the need of an organisation which should 
fulfill the work of -c-ecrui tment having in vie\v the welfare of the 
community as a wrole. The best and fi::st thing which should be 
keut in mind at the time of recruitment iS , 11 the right men for the 
Y'i~ht job 11 • The best possible utilisation of human ::,:;source can only 
be possible when. jobs a~e ~iven according to the ability. All these 
p-r:-ecansi.ons we can find in employ:nent exchanges, they can be called 
as idle rscrui tine; offices. 
OR1A'·TISATION OF EEPL0Yl1ENT SXCHA~nss IN nmiA 
----- -- -- ---
In India ~mploYment exchan~es are of comparitive recent ori~in. 
'T'hey ;,,re-,.,e established for the first time in 1943. Before this there 
w3 s a ~ood deal of discussion re0;arding the advisability of establish-
ing employment exchanr~es in India, but nothing ca;e out of it. Even 
in 1943-44 employment exchan~es were established because of the 
requirements of the second world war. 
• .••• 18/-
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Ten employment exchans;es which we-re started during 1943-44 were run on 
a voluntary basis and vmre open to technical personal only. Hm·rever 
it was ~ealised that with t~e termi~ation of hostilities the problem of 
resettlement of unemployed skilled and unskilled workers and demobilised 
service personels would arise and a machinery sho11ld be evolved to 
facilitate their resettlement. Accordingly a directorate general of 
qssett.lement and Employment was created in 1945 for a period of 5 years 
and it vras entrusted 1-rith the task of supervision, co-o-rdination and 
dtrection of the central and regional sections of the :-·esettlement and 
employment or~anisation. Tre country was devided into 1o res ions each 
""et;i.on being under the charge of a resional director. The scheme 
envisaged establishment of ?1 emplo,rment exchanges by Feb::-uary 1946. 
The p~~ovincial 1 overnments were ad vi sed to set up employment information 
Bu-,_~e 2n s, so that demobilised nE:rsons ~ay have easy acc;ss to information. 
In 1946 ther:~ were 69 employment exchanges and 173 employm:ent 
lnfOT'l11ation Bu-~ecaus artd 71 moblle exchan~es were establised. Th:se 
exchan;;~s vie~·: open only to demobilised ser>rice personels a~d dischaTssed 
v!Pr wo-"ksrs. During 1947-48 their scope i-Tns extended so as to cover 
all types of job seelce:rs. In 1949 the life of resettlement and 
emnloyment orcsanisation vras ext€nded upto 1952, with certain ~E'dn_ctions 
· co 1 1e "'~ t i o"' ~:r a,_',-, e Training and -~mployment 
;:3 ·rvice or~ art.; S;:>tion committee 11 (SHIV A :tAO Conmitt-;e) and the acceptance 
of these .,...ecommenda1-ions by the Government of India and state 1overYJ.ment 
the day +;o day udmiri. stration of ~rrroloyment :2:xchc:m~es \-Tas handed over 
to stai:e '1ove..,.,11.ments 1 lith _offect from 1.11.1956. 
In 196o thr:: name of t~is Directo:!:'n.te 1ereral was changed from 
Di recto·rate '1eneral of qese-t:tlemf~!lt and ~muloyment (D.1. :1 and T) to 
Directo"'atr: 'Ierwral of Zmuloyment and Training (D.J..S and T ). The 
t 
D.!} • -~ and T c onsi tu te s of th '3 central he ad q1J arte rs of the ~Ta tional 
~~mnloyment se I"'Jice, 10/-• • • • y 
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8.S 1vell as of the cr2.ftsme< Trainins scheme of the I<ini stry of Labour 
and SmnloymEnt, Government of India. 
'rhe office of the di. rectorate general \•las s stabli shed in DELEI. 
't'hi.s office vTas for t"~--e country as a whole. F'or each state there is 
a dir~cto~atA. For U.P it is in LTTCK~ow. A~ain for sake of conven-
i e nee one rr.e;i onal office vl::> s also e sta bli shed, which holds its bffi ce 
offj_cPs, i.'l, A'1f)tA, :(SE1TJT, R:\'-.~:ILLY, ALL.AI:AlAD, 3ArA~'.iiiS, '}0'-1)1;'~-~-ptffi, 
TPCXFO\•l, .TFA"~~rSI, LAlTSDmf' .s.nd il1 Ail-.011\.. In e 2 ch district of the 
suhree; ion th s re is a district employment exchun~e offi c.::. ALB AfJI 
comf~s under the S"lJuervision of PD!tA sub-·re~ional office. In UF tr1ere 
are also sflven r;>tiversity .'"Jnloyment Inf'J~·-::Iation and ·.:;.,Jidance Bnreanx, 
• ll" n ,\ 1.n-1:r.V1., 
1. GRAZIABAD, of liZ:~ 1FT employment excha.n~e. 
2. HA1'H::tAS, of ALBA'm 3mployment Exchange. 
3. RIHAr,TD, of l1IRZAPUl "S;nployment exchange. 
4. PAT!RI. 
. ... 20./-
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Qfl~E1~B Xf.. 
@JECTS OF EMPLOYMENT EXCHA 1·"1 :;s 
The ~ain objective of 2mployment Service Organisation (2mployment 
Excha11ges) is to see that employment market is propeTly organised in 
""elation to the existin~ opportunities for usef:.1l 1vork. The functions of 
ern"l)loyment exch anc;e s follow from the need of vrorkers, employers ard the 
economy regarding ·recruitment and placement of 1>~orkers. The main 
functions of the orga1~isation in a country like India are in order of 
their imnortance, collection of employment market information, 
placement, form'Jlat ion of training and retraining schemes. 
Reci'Ui. tme nt is an important and de fficul t task. It is still j_ n 
~Gm~x~x~oc~x in primitive sta~e in India and at some places iS still 
made in a ha9hazard manner, by incompetent persons vlithout any regard 
-tot';: e works fl'tne ss, ap tf tu te-ancrrrDll:t ty~ fO .l' d. pal' ti Cnl-crr-jub-;--wtth 
the i'e sul t th"'.t a large p~oportion of WJ rkers are dissatisfied with 
tneir .iobs aPd employers are dissattsfied with their performance. This 
chaotic labour market functions somehow is a tribute to human 
adanta.bili ty. It is necessary that the existing system shoy:ld be 
rBnlaced by a ra$tional system and here we find employment exchanges 
usefnl. 
The employment exchan~e orga~isation iS establised for the 
ulacsment work, which consists in helping job seekers to find suitable 
jobs and to find suitable workers for the employers. Placement is not 
only a highly technical work; it also requires, on the part of the 
staff, an abiltty to ~ain confidence of workers and smployers. The 
technical stde of the 1.:l0rk consiS:; in registering the apDlieants 
acco"'.'ding to the occuuational calssification, so that their names may 
be T'effered fo'' suitable employment opnortunities and for this purpose 
the employment exchange OT'gani sati on finds out and evaluate quali fica-
tions, EXPerience, aptitute and wishes of job seekers • 
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'T'his .,.,eq,lires comoetence of high order and there is no place of hurried 
msthod s. It must also be :-eme!Tibe.,ed th~ t a large number of persons 
ente,.., into the labour ma1~ket, naturally they arc different. If the 
staff does not have a human apn.,oach, proper employment counselline 
will not be niDssi ble. The other side of the placement work j_ s to find 
s11itable wo~kers for employers. The employment exchange organisation 
must ~'E'nlacc the traditional methods of recruitment and it can not be 
successful in the task unless it is able to convince the employers that 
this method is better than the traditional method. 
The other objective of the establishm~nt of employment exchange 
is ths formulation of training a"'d retraining scheme. In a developing 
PCono~y the problems of skill formulation are very comolicated. A 
J-..ar~§_nn_rnber of new joib/s and occupations are created and older methods 
of nroduction are displaced by new methods. 'Ihe employmen"t exchange 
OY"<.S ani SAt ion is the best informed a~ency so far as the availability 
a..,d :'Rquirements of various skills are concerned and it Ca'1 advise 
about the scone, content and organi s~t ion of training and retraining 
u~o~rammes. In this way it was established in increasing occupational 
mohility and in bri'lging a'l)out an adjustment betvreen the demand and 
S1i'l'Jly of labou ~ and emnloyment onooY'tuni ties in various occupations. 
A'C'ohte r function whiclt employment excha··ge can oerfoTm in an 
a~,..,icultural country like India is to re~ulate and direct migration f~ 
of wo.,.,l-ce;-s f,...om the a~ricultural sector to the non-agriClJ.ltural sector. 
SDch mo1rr:;ments from ag.,.,iculture is a necessary condition and a ,.,ecesso.n 
co11.si..qnence of eco11.omic development. T}le ·~mployment Exchan~e 
oro:sa'V'li sntion can help in tht~ occU')ational and %eo~rliphical 
mobili..sation of labour force from the villa~es to the industri~lised 
ci ti.e s. 
'T'he most j_mportant objective of 3m-oloyment excha,."ge or>; afli sat ion 
in an nnder- develooed country like India, w1:-'ere there is ~o a~ency 
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to collect the relevent information about the employment market is to 
collect employment market information. Before we can thi'r'tk of 
orq;ani s!ng the employment market, vre must have 11.ecessary informo.tion 
about it. This is of a particular importance in a planned economy 
wl)ere &dequate information rc:;garding quality and quanttity of human 
resou....,ces is required, for, ot1lerwise, utilis 8 tion of human resovrcES 
will, at best, be based upon ~uesswork, "The basis of manpovJ"er policy 
is facts", and these facts must be collected, analyt>ed and published, 
so as to be useful in guiding the planners, employers, and workers. 
On the supply side the employm~nt excha~ge or1anis8 tion can collect 
information regarding the availability of labour, its geo~raphical and 
occunational distribtltion and comoosi tion and the factors which tend 
to brine; about changes in them. On the demur:d side it can collect 
information resardins the labour needs and skill req'lirement of various 
occupations and the forces which tend to bring about chat'ges in them. 
Information can also be collected on various demograDhic, techr>ical, 
social and economic p,..,oblems and regarding mobility a'ld vocational 
trai nines of worlcers. 
The other ilm-portant o bje c+-i ve with which the employment exchange 
o"'~al')is 8 tion deals i-s tr-e standardisation of nomenclature and 
classif-ications of occupations. The usefulness of information "':'egarding 
thesCJ items is beyon disputa. It helos e01ployers, for they knmv, 
whe,..,e to~ workers and what kind of workers are available, it helos 
wo"'kers, for they know, wl'lere to search fo-r jobs and what skill are in 
oemand, it relns the planners in the formulation of plans, for, nO\v 
they can take necessarY steps to eliminate the ~ottle~eck wh~~h would 
othe ..... wise arise and which mi~ht seriously retard the growth of 
eco""'oMy accordin~ to t 1~e plan. 
It is true that the Employment exchan~es can not creat new 
:iobs, but it can help in solving the problem of unemployment by 
examining the causes, •••• 23/-
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extent and character of unemployment and help in form11lating mea.sure s 
ar;ainst unemployment. It can also participate in the form';lation and 
execution of various welfare and social securities schemes for the 
workers. It can help in establishing decasualisation schemes to 
elil1li'1ate the evils of casual ibabour market. 
About the objectives of Employment Exchange organisation 11 'rhe 
SHIV A. RAO Committe"'" emphasised, for the improvement of the qucJ.t ty 
of the se~vice to emnloyers and workers, the introduction of apiitu~e 
and t.,..,ade testin~ programme with a vie'tv to assessing the suitability 
of a-orJlicants. The introd,Jction of employment counselling programme 
a'ld collectton and publication of information on a ~e neral employment 
outlook. All that D.eed be done is that vacanci~s should be bro·-'ght 
to the notice of a'l'llicants, through announcements or other means and 
------~---------------------------------they should apporach the employers directly. 
To reduce the abuses of ~ecruitment method a~d to lessen the 
exploitation of the workers by employers, .iobbe:t's and contractors, and 
to mainta:i. n a continuou-s :'elationship vTith employers and wo:kders 
o..,.~af'is...,tion, the urivate tm:J:d:Gy;:me.rxt: employers sJ:ould be ::oew:.ired on 
a cornn,;lsory "basis to notify to ths exchanr:;e s all t!1e vaconcies other 
t'-'c:m vacancies for unskilled cate~ories, vacancies of vo.ry tempor0.ry 
d1J ""'~ti on. And tbP vaca11ct e s s'~--ould be filled th'."Oll~h p""'omotion. 
·----------
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0 'TI A ·r I3AT I Oil_ OP D IST 1I CT__lR"lPLOY1•I~:·n: .• =iXCHA Il~ 
In ALIGA~H district the District Zr:1ployrnent Exchange office 
v!f:'S estahlishPd on Ist Harch 1949. From 1949 to 196o this offj_ce w.,s 
only de alj ng vri t11 the vrork of rer;i strat ion, submission and placement. 
In 196o the other very important branch of employmtmt exchange w0 s 
established i.e ~he 2mployment Harl~et information branch. 117ovl it 
star~ed to collect employmePt market information. In 1963 another 
i..mpo-rtant pro<:;T'amm~" vl·..,s sta-nted, and that \vas the vacational }',idance 
n-nos;Y'arrrne. It sts:rted to give individual :,nd c;roup <;l'·i.d<:::nce. 
sta'~ted for the co,·wsnience of employed persons, <6Ua'~di<J.,...s and other 
office holding persons-
- - --
T'-ls clHJ."'t. of the o"'g a"i sati on of ALD A::-...ri d i st r:i ct em 'loyr1ent 
excha11g;e is o;;iven below. 
DIST liCT :A-1PLOYKSNT :XG'HA''J .3 OFFIC~: .~~~----------,--- ----~c-----
·---·----·-----·--------7 
~mnloyrnent market information 
u-ro~ -ramme 
1 Statistical Assistant 
I 
I 
2 LowPr d?vision 1 1uide 
clPrk 
5 LovJe'"!' de·rislon 1 •:eadcle'"!'l-c 
cle,.,ks 
1 
Vocational s-,Ji.dance p:·o;:;ra-
mme 
Assistant Employment officer 
vocational '3-uidance 
----1 
1 Lower devision 
clerk 
1 Pion 
·--------------------·---------
1 :iuide 4 OE T'Vant S :-
2 PE>ons 
1 SlvE3DE!' 
1 l.;h aulcid ar • 
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The Dist""'ict employment cxchar~e ..ALI:1ARH is consist of 19 
i ndi vi duals. 'I'l-)e Di st rtct emu loymen t e xchano;e officer s1:pe rHise s 
tlte activi.ti.es of the Di..st:rict emnloyment exchange ;os a whole. 
The assistant emuloymr-rt exchange officer vocational guidance 
:'Fnders vocational ~uidance to y·ouths for their fu.tvre employment 
OD"'O""tnriti .. es according to their educational qualifications ard ability, 
ad0nts ~ublicity me~sures a~out the employment onnortu~itics, visits 
i .. nstituti..ons, visits i'lc1us"'":!:.'io.l ::;st:;.'l;lishments of t'bc dis'·::·ict, 'rolds 
Cliscus:.:ion: vritr ;_,_"' r----;·Lst'~ed ::..:;J,.,lic>r..ts, l~Jl:~s 'J'-bl'~c ,( ~-i':1'"~ etc. 
Statistic3 l assista~t is .,..esponsible for the collsctior. of 
employT.1ent markr-t information. He collects the inform 8 tion about +he 
emnloyment si tnat~ on i.'1 thF. '!Jrivate as well as in the public sector. 
Hr- ~{e eps the "ecord of the noti fi cation of vacancies from di ffe rent 
-·i YJdnst-rial estab li-shment·s-o·r-the--prtvate- a.....,d-puoTrc-se-cTor;--th€- '"'ECO"'d s 
of submission and placement are also kept wtth him, and several othe~ 
wo.,..·ks. 
• ••• 26/-
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C H fl £! E ~ VI 
TD1 IST '1AT ImJ OF APPL ICAFT S 
- -- -- )UJ~ 
'T'hi s chapter deals Hi th the daily ~-:tce-:a of emplc_:>yment exchange 
of ALI'1HA-n and tr1e wo-rk of -registration of the last five years. 
::veryday at 9. 3o A.li tokens a'>e issued to applicants arrived 
for rBg;istration. Fi·rst of all the applicants collected at ·he emplo-
yrJEnt excham;e are cate~orissd as; those i:Jho have come for re~istration, 
those who '1-] a're come in re snonse to call :te tte rs i. s sued to them, those 
who have come for certain enquiry, those 14ho come for the rene~tml of 
-re.,.ist•'ation etc. etc. etc. After this the district el'!lployment officer 
vocational guidance ~ives an over all picture of the employment 
situation at the existin~ time, the establisheme:t having surplus 
manDowe-r, the P sta.bli shmen ts havi n!S short a~e of manpower. The officer 
also <'ecomends the professions suitable for the candidates acco:rdin~ 
to their ability, educational qualification and aptitude, This is 
a very i.mportant urogrc;.::-"J""le as the young chaps are in great need of 
emuloyment ~uidance, but this progra' me ~e11erally remains on :lth:kx 
pa,ers, i. t h8.rdly comes j nto practice. Anyhow after this the work 
of registration starts and it ~oes on upto 2 P.J:·: with this progr·arme, 
other sides of the employment exchan~e also works, with the task of 
submission, placements and employment market information. 
N01'J at this stage it is necsssary to describe the procedure 
of r::gistration at a broad scale, for, the work of registration is the 
first and very importa"t work of emDloyment exchanges. 
1JdlrHL ITY :-
Only citizens of India :'."'Esident in the count!".{ a" e normally 
eli.f!;ible for -recsistration at employment exchanges for emnloyment 
assistance. ·revA.,..,theless, subjects of SIKHIH, ''i:SPAL and persons who 
h avF mi~rated from PAKISTA' -vri th t·he j_ nter'tion of permanently settling 
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in India and TIBETA'•I refuc;ee s vTho came over to India be fore <-he 
Ist January 1962, with the inte11tion of permanently settlin~ in this 
conn try are eligible for registration. 
The aDnlicants should unless special exemption has ',Jeer- ;i ven 
by the stats director or the di~ec'orate general, be re~istered at 
emnloymPnt excha.Y"~g;f? in wrose _iuri sdicilton thc-:y reside. 
Appli Ca'ltS calli n:;:; at the e-mployment exchange for the 
;oe~istration upto 2 P.r.: s1:ould be registered the sa;:'Je day. Those 
comt n~ after 2 P .E sl-]ould 1je in te rvi ewed by the emoloyme nt officer 
and advised '-o come other day. He 'llay, however at ris descretion, 
.,.,"c;iste-,., any of t1"em tl:e safl'J~ day. Pers~ms coming from long distances 
shonld r:.ot however, nor:1ally, be rnfnsed T'P.~tration the sarr:e day. 
T'"· e '"'€~ i strati on process should start with emDloyment officers 
and 'lot with ~eg;istratiol1 clerks. Since the impression created on the 
~sf 
anDli ~an"':: at the stac;qtor;contact with the employment exchange 
infl1Jences his c;eneral attitude to the sxchan:;e. At the commencGment 
of each day, the a~>nli cants who have collected at the exchange should 
be arra'lged in small convenient groups. A short talk of five to ten 
mi""'utes should be -rivem by the officer explaining g·enerally th::; 
e xi sti n c; emvloyme nt ma-v.ket siltuat ion a'lJ the ty-oe s of training 
facilittes etc. available to the types of applicant in the ·sroup. 
Each of the group should be atte,1ded by an officer. All the 
emnloyment officers in an exchange irresDective of vlhether they are 
normally functio'ling as employment ma.,.,ket information or vocational 
.:;11idance officers etc should attend to this interview and registration 
vTork in the: mo r11i ng. 
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But iYJ ALIGARH dis+;rict only vocational 1uidance officer is responsible 
fo;- this purpose, no other e:aployment officer takes part in this i.nter-· 
view. The vocational 1utdance programme 2:R was started in AL:EJ-ARii in 
1963, before 1963 these interview were only on papers. Though the 
vocational ~uidance p:'o~ram·'"~e w8 s started in 1963, but this mor,...,ing 
intervievl nroo;-ramme started properly in 1965. 
In t1le c~se of matriculates and al;ove, self re~istration procedure 
is adopted, while .Lhe employment officer fills items relating to 
rrcommended occupation, special qualifications et c the other i terns 
a"e fillGd by t:he applicants. In the cuse of other applicants, except 
m;.lzd oors tre e moloym·::; nt officer first person ally fills in the i terns and 
the 1·emaining it2ms are s11bsequently be completed by the clerk. Tlne 
y'"' \istration clerk who is responsible for allotint:; ·~e>;istration number 
on the index card a~d X-1o card and making entries i~ the ~ecord of 
r.s?, i strat ion etc 1>/0~"ks under the direct supervision of emDloyment office I 
THe apnlicants parbhculars are entersd on an i'ldex card Oo-rm X-1 ~ 
As Y>E'Sist-ration is ths first sta~e in placing, all relevant information 
rr~ard5 YlJS the ap .. licant is recorded on the Cij,rd after careful and 
nolite questionin-;. If an aDplicant shows reluctance or refuses to 
c; ive information con side red ~ecessary fo:' the comoletti on of an i tern 
on the ind8x card re is tactfully explained that thou~h it is r,ot 
obli:;atory on the part of apolic.ant to divult;e thiS inforoation be is 
well advisFd to ~ot with ~old any-t~ing, as the absence of essentials 
details jeop:~:rdi0e his chances of ;Btting imployment. It is at the 
I 
sa'""1e time exulained that all information ~iv.en by an ao'lliCaDt. is 
t r~ a ted as confidential except in so far it may have to be disclosed to 
an emuloyer vlhen he is submitted a~ainst a vacancy. Di;fficult cases 
of re>sistratio'1 a"t'e handled personally by an employment officer . 
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ApplicaDts are asked ~o produce service certificates from their 
pr>evious employer>. It is impressed on apulicants that if they produce 
a ce rt ificc:te in rs spect to past service the exchange witl be able 
t0 ":i ve dn e "~:J(3 i -sht to ~-he expe ric:nce claimed by them. 
All paners relatin~ to an applicant js filled inside his or her 
index card. The pa;er ts serially numbered in ink and may be endorsed 
\vi th the refS ist ration number of aunlic ant to avoide confusion vrhe n 
-rrmoved for exami'l.ati.on. 
For the pU~'"~ose of self "C"e-;istration (a) an indiVidual may be 
as1'\:'2d to complete his/her cc-,rd elided by such devices ns an e·-,lar~ed 
model index card and a v.;ritten instruction sheet. Or (b) A number of 
anulicants assembled hn a gro~p~ may aomplete the permisable item 
on t~e index card w;tb the help, or oral i'l.structions and for t~e 
aid of ths 'devices mentioned in. 
A runninfS re9ord of index cards completed at exchange is 
entP~''?d in the book rs~ist'3"""' entitled " :qecord of tev,istration 11 
.. 
(X-63) A new SC?ries of numbers starts every calender year. The 
se"C"ies numbc-r i_n the """eco:--"d of re~istrations' 1 will be rec;ist::·ation 
number on the index card. '"nder the coh1.mn 11Catec;ory", the speci<:A.l 
cate":ory, if any, to which apulicant l)elon~s is entered. 
At t~~ e~d. of Pach day a line is drawn across the ~~co~d, 
to;ether 'di th all ir.dex cards th~ broucsht on the live re~ister Will 
bP. nnt "pto t'~->s senior riJost officer in post that day, who will, (a) 
Ch8ck tl-Je m'mber of i.'1.dex C<...~'dS with the re:sistrution nnmber c;iven 
i..n X-6) for the day o.nd opr,ened ris dat:'d si~'1atu~1 E 1Jnder t"'e L-.st 
e"'try for the day (b) exar:Jjne tel~ perce'tlt of index card • 
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ID:!::1TTITY CARD :-
------
Identity card (X-1o) ts ~iven to sach applicant to s'\-oow that 
hr- hqs been rsgi stered at the employment exchange. ~hen issuing an 
identity card (a) clear instructions ~ll be ~iven to tbe anplicad that. 
' ' 
he n..,.,essrves tt:e card car-"f1Jl1.y (b) he presents it whenevem he calls at 
the exchange (c) He quotes the regj stration number and occupations-1 code 
number o:iven in the card whene,rer he writes to the ocxcharge (d) in case 
h"-' is seL;cted for an emuloyment by an employer on his submission by an 
emnlo·,ment exchange a11d accent the offer, he hands over the X-1o to the 
emnloyer (e) in c:.:se he finds a job by his own efforts or 'lO long;er 
Y>eq,~ires employmsnt assistance he shovld rAtu.rn his identity card. 
If an apnlicant renorts loss or dama~e of his indeptity card 
duT'ing the period his ·"s<Sistration is live, a duplicate card is be 
issued to him marked 'Dunlicate' at the top. In ALDA:tH employment 
exchancse 25 dnplicate cards were is::ued in 1963, 14 vlere iss,ed in 
1C)64, 3o -vrere issued in 1965, 9 dupljcate cards isS11ed in 1966 and 
32 werP issued in 1 96?. 
IY1 addition to identity card (X-1o) each apulicant (except 
UY1Skilled vTorkers) is given at the time of , ... esistration three copi2s 
of ..,.,enewal ca!'d with instructions that the applicart should ~'etnrn 
ons each of these to the exchan~?;e at the interval of three months for 
..,.,erewin~ 111 s rer;ist,..ation. The candidate should post these cards vlith 
i.">"l d1.1e date under certificate of posti"lg. The candidates are advise 
to personally come to the exchange at the time of fort"!: renewal so thnt 
he conld be intervie-vTed by an officer for re:1ewing his case, This is 
the w'~ole procedure of -r•e>;istering which took place in the last five 
yc: q..,.,s in the ALI! HA {II emnloyment exchaY>!Se at!Il this is the pe rmanant 
o.,.'ocodure for eoc"lt e!ltchange e'rery tir.J.e. The statistics ·iven belovl 
is of the wrole rer;istration in ALDARH employm2nt exchc...11q;e for t"he 
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Year 
196 3 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
Total Regi st rat ion Cou'lt e r 
--------------~-----
15368 
14945 
14446 
1357o 
12891 
----------ry~le~g~i~s~t~r~iQu __ 
151o3 
14194 
13754 
12874 
11421 
-----~-·---- --------------------~----
Total 71220 67 346 
--------------·----- ----------
The above data is concern"' d with the total re~i st ration and 
counter ~3~istration, out ~f this total registration postal registration 
is excluded, the above data shows a continuovs decrease in the t~umber 
of .,.,e ~i stration in ALIGARH employnE nt exchange, Lost important seas on 
of tl"G -r·eduction in the .,.,e~istration from 1965 to 1967 is that in these 
yF.1 rs the dato.s of snb office EATHRAS are not included, on the other 
hand t~e difference is not very vital. 
If o.n apulicg.nt , living, within easy distance of an exchar.ge 
auryliFs fo~ re~istration by post, a card will be sent to him inviftting 
him to call at the e xchan~e. An appli ~ant \.vho is unable to call o.t 
the excha:J.~e because it is 11ot easy accessible from th(:3 place where 
.,esides, he will be registered by post. #ere details sun;:Jlied by 
the applicant Rre in complied the standard form v!ill be sent to the 
auplicant. On "ecJiot of completed X-26 normal registration action 
w·i 11 be taken and X-1o i SS119d under 'he cover of X-26 vJi thin 24 hO'' ""'S. 
The endo.,.,sement ''P. Regn". 1.-ri ll be made in the F.o.u Column of the 
index card. 
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I·1 ALDARH District the data of the postal '"'e~istration of the 
last five yPr:rs is i11 tbe following way. 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
Total 
Postal __ _ 
---------~e~t~tration 
265 
751 
692 
696 
147o 
3874 
The above data shoivs that the number of persons ao9lie s for 
postal re~istration has increase upto 1967. This tncrease fo~~es 
us to think that oeople 3re takin; '1otice of the importa'1ce of 
employment c '<:chanr;e s 
If an anpli cant is not :--esident in the exchange area and 
an1Jl-ies '5y post for employment assistance, he vlill be advised to 
rn~iste-r hi'Tiself at the exch3.Y1se servin; the area in which he ,~esides. 
If he calls personally, an index card will be completed, without ;siving 
.,..,?';ist;>ation DU""ber, and will be forwardr:d to the exchanr~e concet'ned, 
w1"lich 'N"ill than take normal "'e%i strati on action and send the identity 
ca,d (X-1o) under cover of X-62 to t"'e applicant. If however the 
candidate calls at the excral"~e a:1d is sui table for a vacancy for 
-vrh;ch local aonlie..ants a:'~" Y'Ot available, or 1-rhich requires 11snot~" 
snbmissi on, .,., - w' 11 be ~srs;i stey>ed and s bmitted. ,The exchange in whose 
arcoe r-:: ~esides, 'ivill be advised of the action taken, provided l.,e has 
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11'1 ALI1A ·m all the apnlicant s 1vho have other exchan~e areas 
are :J.l\13.ys advised to consult the exchanr;es, in vlhose juY'isdict~on 
they ""'E' side. The anl'Jl i cants from other exchange areas seldoo con1e 
apnlie s the above metl;od. 1ut t'he re is not.. '.:'eco!'d of the last fiv-
Yi" c.:rs in the employment exchange area. 
'r) j} TS,.., "' .. ~'11I 01r OF APPLICANT hlHOSE ~131 I ST ? .. ATIO~·! I§_'r'"~Av~F'~RRZD 1:-'"'RJJ:-~ 
APOTFSR EXC~3 :-
';fhen a11 applicant informs the excho.ncse that he is moving to 
another exchange area, his index card will be transfer"ed to the 
e xch anc;e se..,.,vin~ his new place of reside nee. The~ exc bang e re ce ivi ng 
the index card thus transferTed will re~ister the apnlicant imr'lediately 
and send him his ne1v identity card (X-1o) by post • For statistical 
purpose, this 1tlill be treated as a case of re-.,.·e-sistrat"on. 
An ap"""li2ant 1vbo is re-~,ec:;istered as above is eligible to cc-Arry 
with him h~s old seniority of r'e>;istration. His index card should 
be filed in the ap,rop:iate occupational !Sroup in the live ;-egiste-r 
behind the c 8 rds of applicants registe-red at the e&chan~e on the date 
a-pulicant vras previously ref3iStered at the exchange from which his 
-re'"':i st '"'at ion w"' s transferred ( i.e t'he date f01om which seniority is 
to bP .,eco.,.·ded ). 
Year F"'om To 
Alj._g_arh AJ,ll._arh_ 
1963 1o 13 
1964 12 33 
1965 8 17 
1966 2o 38 
1967 28 11 
Totc~l 78 112 
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Tre above dnta shaHs tha+. in 1963, lo apnlicants -vrere t"'ar>sferred 
from ALYr A 11H to some other exchange, on ':;he other tand 13 persons 1ve re 
t"~"'a''"'Sfrc;rred to ALDA iii from other exchanges. In the next year 12 person. 
wsre tra~sfe~red from ALI1APS and 33 persons were transferred to 
ALI1H,\RF.. As a ':J1"ol€ 78 DErsons w·:;re transferred from ALTI.A'{H and 
11::? nersons were transfer..,ed to ALICiA::--ill:. 
ADDlicants who insist that they should be considered only for 
1 ovc~nroe nt o.,.· quasi- Oove rnmsnt employment a~e specially w::.rned that 
t'ltey •Ni 11 not be con side red for other em ;loyment and must, t 11ere fol"6, 
bs n,.'epa '"ed to ltTai. t till a suitable vacancy of the tyne required 
lJPcomPs available. A vlri tten staternrnt wi 11 be obtai ned from such 
aDnlici:lnts to tJ,.,e effPct that tr.ey vJ'ish to be consj&red for sucb 
service only and filed inside t],.,e index Cat'd. In ALIGARH only 8 pe:t·sor;s 
of t""i..s type wet'P .,.,egi stered in 1963. In 1964 this number red"Ced 
to 5 o~ly. "Sut in 1965 this fi~ure wc.s only 5, and a":ain in 1966 
and 1967 this fig;ure reduced to 3 and 2 .,.,cspectively. This rednction 
is beca'1Se the armliaarts 1vere s;11ided by the vocational }uida.,ce 
officer that, i:r is "ET'Y difficult to "';et job in a near fut11re as the 
expe~te~ce of previous years shows. 
They are l,"e~i stered by a!1 officer. A separate record of 
-ro-::~1 stratio~ and a sepa..,ate live and dead registration is maintained. 
Pee;;_ s+ r1. tion nvmbF.: r of women appli ca'1t s wi 11 be pre fixed with the 
the let te ,~ vv •· As far as the ~eo;i strati on p race ss is c once~ned, it 
is the same :--1s in the case of male ca,..~Udates. T1~e female candidates 
who are ~3~istered in the last five years are following :-
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Year ~vomen aunlicants ----------------------~~~i~~~-----
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
Total 
389 
515 
849 
1o4o 
865 
3658 
The above data shbws a continuous increase upto 1966, this 
incre<'Se sl"ows that ~ifomen candiaates are also taking part il'l the 
employment exchange. In the year 1967 there is a reduction in thP 
number of rersistered women candidate in comparison to 1967. It is 
only due to the re,-.son that suboffice HAT.H:·l.~S is excluded. Tre system 
of tris sub office HATHRAS j_s really strange in 1958 the data of 
HATI::tAS was included in AI.1'1ARU employment exchange, but in 1961 ard 
1962 the d 8 ta w;;s excluded, again in 1963 and upto 65 was inclnded, 
but i"' 1966 afld 6? again it 1 s excluded. The ren{r~sting t1•ing to note 
is this that in certain brarches the data of IIATH3AS in 1966 and 67 
we:-e exclnded on the other hand in some branches in 1966 still the 
data WAS includin~. 
SCTT ~DTTL:r":D CAST"':;T:.t13'3 APPLICA 71v.DS 
Hhen an applicant applying for registration and employment 
assj stance indicates that he belon<:; s to sc1·eduled castesjTri be s, 
will be re~istered as such. 
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A person vlho by virtue of bei·1g a resident in ths localiti:s 
sueci.fied in the p.,...ssidents orders, is member of the sched1)led caste; 
t"~"i.be, as the case may be, does not lose that character merely by 
~o.; ng to all.othe T' locali. ty temporarily in search of employmPnt. 3o 
lon<; as such a nerson meets the conditions specified in pn;sidents 
o"'de rs, he is illigi ble for apuoi ntmt?nt to post reserved for scheduled 
cast3s/tribes such an applicant i<XX should, therefore, be duly 
.,...P~istPr~d at the employmPnt exchan~e even if, these exchanges are 
situated outside the locality of the candidates resjdence and 
considersd for submission against reserved vacancies. 
Pe-,.,son who originally belonc;ed to sched'lled caste and v1ere 
converted to another ,.eligion and have later been "~"econverted to 
Hindustani s'l;ould be T·ega-~ded as belong;_ n,g to scheduled caste 
community for DlJT'pose of "henifits admisable to members of such castes 
in mat-ter of ""'ecnJitment to posts and services under the }over1ment 
of Irtdi a. 
Index cards of scheduled casts and scheduled tribes apnlica ts 
will "!;e s.:;pa·,...::tely filed in se.,...ial order according to Y'egistration 
rmmb::rs within er:tch occupational group in the live register. T'~->e 
cards Y'elatins to c:>ther apDlicants \ITi.ll be filed behirtd the curds 
.,...elati n<S schednled co.ste/tribes applicants in thesame manners. The 
fol1ho\Vi ng table de scri bs s tre rumber of scheduled caste applicants 
,.., .. r.o a,.,e -r>ng;tstered in ALI!Ar;H district employment exchange from the 
Ye 8 rs "]\To of applicants 
------------·------__3sgi ~terPd. ___ 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
_1961_ __ _,.,..,....,.,.....,....---11'0'LJO: 
1980 
2224 
2423 
2575 
2291 _ 
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ThG above tabl2 sho~Vs thc::t -t:,._,e ,-,u"'Y!be:>:> of scY..ednled caste 
at:ro li cants i. s also "- ncre asi ng. 
"SX-S ~RVT C"': P ZRSQ'\'~'fSLS 
All ex-serviceman (includinr; persons demobilised from the 
Auxiliary Forces and 3x-serviceman from the "hoys companies of tl:"e 
sc:::rvices) are eli!Sible for employment assistance ex-servicemen except 
those dismissed fro~ service by a competent authority and those vljth 
1"' s s than 6 months service 1v'l:o have 1yocl1 :F sch :tr~ed o··, .c COU'l t of 
miscond1Jct or j_neffi.ciency who sho'1ld be -rer;istered as civilians. 
Auplicants claimin~ to be ex-se-rvicemen should be asked to nroduce 
their discharGe ct:: rti fie ate s, on production of vJhiclll. they shovld be 
~e~istered as such. 
'Se fore ex- ss rvi cern en a":'E registered apuronYi ate vocational 
~11 ida nee 1.vj 11 be p-rovided to t}•em app ri si n<S then; of the limited 
scope in resDect of posts like peons, chowkidars, clerks etc. They 
1vill be advis~d to accept: their ,iobs as ".-Tell as employment with 
p~ivate emnloyers. 
The folloV<Tin~ data d;:;als with tre :'Egistered ex-service personels 
in .ALDA lli employmAnt exchanse area during the ye:.r of 1963 to 196?. 
Years r·essi strati on 
--
196 3 123 
1964 128 
1965 2o9 
1966 165 
196? 22? 
TOTAL 852 
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Here also we find a continuous increase in the number of 
re~istra.tion inspite of a li'eduction in the year of 1966. There is not 
some great Teason behind this reduction. 
DI3PLACED P~RSOPS :-
Displaced persons who can produce docums nt ary evidance 
(cPrtificates, def.Srees, diplomas etc) in sup!JO.,.'t of their qualification 
etc claimed by them only should be rc~istered as ~isplaced p€rsons. 
For -'-his ou:"oos<" OT'l~inal or authenticated copi.es of sta.te/1oveiT~ment 
of India 1aze+-te in which thE: resnlts of the examination conce rr.ed 
vJere notified or a certificate from a 9;azetted J.overnment offer 
certifying from oe!'sonal knowledge that the applicant posses, the 
qu ali fi cations e xoe ri. ence s etc. 
Dj spl2ced persons vrho apply for employment assi st;:.nce are 
r8r;istered in the normal way. How;wer the registration numbe:~ of 
th!B disolacsd persons from ..::ach PAKI.S7Kr should be prefixed Hith the 
letters 11 EPR 11 incase of men applicants and EPRVJ inc o.se of women 
annli cants. Aq; ai nst item 6 (if previously ·negi ste red' on X-1 cards of 
di sulaced persons from east PAKISTA·r, the provinces and districts in 
east Pl1YISTAP from wli.ch the ap·1licant has come will be s1-:own in 
adc'l" tion i~e> t>--e r>e>rmal entries • .t\t,:t.h:oc 
At the timE"' of oartj tion SPVGi'al nersons were dis!Jlaced. 
'I'hey \·rere c;iven certain facilities in the e:nployment exchanges. 
S've.,.,al such ptorsons came in contact \·rith ALJD-.ARH employmant exchange, 
but ao\v a days, thePe 1. s '10 such p-roblem. A broad nicture of the 
-r•eo;i.stration programme of ALI1ARr1 district emuloyment exchar"ge of 
educated people can be '!'eadout with the help of the following data.s. 
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18} IS T RA-;;;...,T:;;..:I;:;...:O;..,;..;N..;;;.S 
years educated 'Sroups Hale Female 
·----
1965 l:atriculate s 3o73 41 
1965 Inter 1359 1 1 
1965 'J:r3doates 351 6 
1965 Post 'lraduates 48 5 
---------
4831 63 
1966 t:atri culate $ 3911 54 
1966 Inter 1585 14 
1966 J. radute s 351 6 
1966 Post J- raduates 28 0 
---
--
5875 74 
---- __ , ____ .... ____, __ _ 
---- ... -- ·---·-
1967 Hab~i culate s 2780 48 
1967 h1te r 1164 17 
1967 G •·actuate s 389 3 
1967 Post 1 raduate s 88 2 
·------------- ... ~--·-----------------
------------------------------------4~.42~1 ______________ ~7~0----, 
The d 1 ta of educated csroups of the year 1963 and 1964 are 
not avaj lable, because they ~ave misplaced from the Smployment 
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The index card of a person Tv~ho :las been declared unsuitable 
for, or has b-.::en drbarred 1fi'rom Government service should be endorsed 
"TTnsni tablc> for/debarred from 1overnmPnt service'' across its face, 
If no apnli cant produces an sduc at iona:}., disc, ar>.Se o.r service ce rti fi co.te 
the name of emnloym~nt exchange, the date of registration and the 
"'"'~istration nU'IJber 1.vill be endorsed on the back ofit. A small rubber 
stamp "tli :1 "~'~ main tai nsd for thj_ s purpose. Such stampi n>.S 011 
certificat;es is inte'l.ded to enable exchan"Ses to find out vrhetf1E'r an 
annlicant is alr·eady reo;isterrd at al"other E'XChan::<;e and if so take 
___ ... _______ , __ ..,_, _______ ,______ 
Year 
196;) 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
Res; i strati on 
--------·---
78 
39 
56 
9'7 
93 
---··---~--------
Total 413 
Ldebarred '~he above pe,.,s0ns i:rbich ·HereLfrom from 3-ovsrl.lmsnt services 
came to the e:'\cl-}an>;e, the note of debarred from J-overnment service 
v.ras writt~n Egainst their names in '-he record req;ister. 
P.~- '1~r 18'"" 1--ATIOl'T 
- - ... _,_ 
When an applicant index card has been transferred to the dead 
"P 7 ister apnli.Ps ::usainst for employment assistance, he i·rlll be 
-e-"r~isterPd. Similarly, -r~istrations of the applicants who were 
p .,...sviously T'e% i ste rsd at a11.other exchanse wi 11 be registered as re-
.,.,,q:istration. In every c..,se of -re~istration where the old indelJ cara. 
is available, 
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the d~Stails ""eco1~ded on it specially those relatinc; qualifications 
and the ~'e ·ords of emDloyment, ')e b:-ought 'Upto date. ·,!here necessary· 
a r.aw card is p:r:epared and the old card, if available, -vrill be endorsed 
'CaYJ.ce11ed .. 11d filr:d i!"lside the nevr card. The index c~rd vlill tho.n 
be assi~Yied a fresh -registration mJmber. Befor filling item 25 of 
the X-1 th6J officer will scrutinise the IncJex card and if r.ecessary 
cross '"xamine the applicants to e:.;.su::'e that all details have bc::en 
b-rr:)\;ht nptodate. A.ny change or amsndme nts so madG will be ini iialled 
aYld oa+r,:d by the re';iste 1~ing officer. 
In o'~der to maj ntain a sepc.:'ate record of repeated regi st~·ation 
I) 
wh~ch take D1ac.-, vrhen the same applicat a·op1ies for ::"egistrat:fon mo:-e 
t ,_,an ones the same month (as hanpens vlhen Pe~i steri.n~ cetsna1 lvor·ke rs) 
the vrords "1eptoat -~f.gistration'' lvi11 b.-: written in the "remar:.;;:s'' 
. 
c olum11 of the reCo""'d of ..,ro;i strc..'..tion, for statistical purposes e ch 
of these ::'E:D~ated roe~istrations vJi 11 be counted once a 'Tionth, "Torma1 
""e ~i_ strr', tion action "\vill b-:: taken in these cases. 
---------------------~-----
Ye 0.r RepF:tted 
~e ~i s:.trs.t..i..on 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1 96? 
52 
53 
48 
3? 
15 
-----·----.. --------·--
TOTAL 2o5 
---------------------------------
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The above tablt=' sho\•TS tha;- the 1'1Umbe r of applicant vlho came for 
-rc:;usat Y>E:~istTation is "'educinq;. If we 8.nalyse i:5h-e it nonthly 1..re 
came to knovl that j n seve rJ.mo'lths no applicant came for repe o.t 
-,.,e~ i strati. on. In the year 1967 this number reduced to a q; re pt extent 
bs-cause of strike in the month of January in emnloyment exchan~e. 
~--PI OY 7 D P'r:'RQ ')TT ·;p--. I ~T ';R 'D tJ,... u·r -'PLOY'i'D 
.Jl.. .J ~ ~-.:.:!:...!::!.-.. ~~..::!-!....:_.:..:2_ -\ .:.-'1· ~ 
applicant \vas i.n cmuloyment at the timf of res;istration o::' that, be 
found .:;r:mloyrn2nt S1.Jbseq,1en.t to registration v1hatever be the period of 
er:mloyment and tha-:- he dEliberately vli thheld the fact from the exchange, 
his "'E~istration should be ca·"'celled. If he so desires, th-:: person 
should be "'t=:t;ist<:red as rrrnemployed' o:' employed as thP case may be; 
hils ser-1io-rity in ""'e~istrc:;.tion will count only f-ro!TI the date of this 
f-resh re~istra+-ion. If the per~n is still in smnloyment, he sho'·ld be 
a. "'e~iste""'ed according to procedu:-e which is ment fo:r them. 
Years ----- -{ecsistration 
1963 
1964 
TOTAL 
134 
248 
3o4 
685 
545 
1916 
-------- -------------
T1"'e t a'1l,... shmv that the 11umbe r of such persons is i ncre asi 1'1g 
Tl•l s s'...,ows that som..; of t1:.e employed pe:.· sons thou~h they are employed 
~lt, they u~- not s~tisfied with their jobs. 
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They &re '"olding these tobs bec·use, other~Vise thE-:Y, 11/ill be without 
;obs, and something is better than nothing, Anyhow, they also feel 
hung.,..,y and to "'emove that hum;er they are forced to work at lovr 
remuneration, but they reo;istered thc:•nselves in the employment 
e xch am;e for the better j oh. 
'il OT'K:3 LtS 
---
r·,1s1dlled 1tJ"orkers a,..,e rot iss1.1ed with X-1o (identity card). 
rnskilled a--nlicants should be advised at the time of re~istration 
to aoply ~v oost of in pArson for reneusl by the due d2te. o 
intimation Cc<..rd, "~-m..rever, be sent informing them that rerevral has been 
e.ffected. In case such apiJlical'l·s a:Jply by post for -~e·-'E\·Tal under 
certificate of posting, they should be given benifit of ren3wal even 
if thi3ltr letters are not received at the ev:change. 
The live ~e~ister should be purged before the e~d of everymonth 
of index c~.rd s due for lapsing i e cards in ~s spf.;ct of -vrhi ch tre 
oeriod of ,..,e,ewRl includin~ the c:;r::.1ce period of one we-:;k has expired. 
Such cards sho"ld be transferred to the dead re~i ste-·', necessary cnt"ie 
~ ~ein· made on the indcd card and tn the 'Y'ecord of rs~istration. The 
nu,.-')<=:r of cards th-;s tra'1sferred should be ente .... ed in •·he running 
C<F'd of number of fo··ms X-1 tra~sfcrred to the d~c~d register", (X-56). 
Index cards due fo"' la')sing, -~elating to applicants ;,rho are urder 
submission a~ain st vaca11ci c s may, for rEasonable periods only, be kept 
tn the live 'Y'(''~ister ''ecei"t of -r·esult of submission. I 1 dex cards 
of aoDlicants to whome X-43 has been issued should not be lapsed even 
thau-;h clue fo..-. such action till the -~e snonse to the call letter is 
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Tl...,e "'E'~i strati on of apnl:L cants who do not re snond on t;,vo occ as· 0"1 s 
sho,ld be lapsed unless they on their ovm have ~~ven an explanation to 
t11r:: so.tisfactton of the emoloyment excha1~ge for their failure to comply. 
Index cards of applicants vrho require employment assistance 
should be filed in c alJi nets conta.i ni n~ the live Y·e~i s te r. They shonld 
be filed in the serial O"'der of FCO code structure. The live register 
is co11sist of thE:. apDlica~'"'ts who a::e re~istered but not placed npto t:bis 
time a~ainst any "'aca·~cy. I~ mea:'s thut live l"G:>;ister is the record of 
diffe-rent apolicants who 'Y'e~istered themselves for en:ployment assistance 
but they are still jobless. 
~ D~AD ~~riSTZR 
The index cards of applicat1ts who have been placed or who 
have failed to rer>iew treir regQ_isteration or Hho do 'Ot rsqnh~ e 
employmrnt assistance because tJ1ey have found work etc should be 
transferred from the live register to tre D~ad ~egister; the reasons 
for the s 8 me s'h:mld be e 1-:.tered a-;ainst i tern 26, tra- sferred to dead 
.,...e-;istere of X-1 and initialled by the official vrho actually lapses the 
card; this work may be desigrated to ary mamber of the :Sxchange stall 
w~ th the wri ttelJ sanction of the state director. The cards should be 
filed iD ths dead -re~i.ster in a.lphabatical order accordling to the names 
of t,_...,e apnlicant.s o.:o cJ.CCording to re~istration number vlhicht=.:ver is co"'t-
sidered to be conveDi3nt by the state director. D.J.~ and 'T' should 
hm>~ever be l\:ept i11formed. 
Within the dead ne~ister, cards transferred during th3 Month 
s,_...,ould b2 kept separate in a m&nths section and cards trarsferred 
d1!l-ring the p:oeviou.s t1..ve1ve months in a tvJelve :nonths section. In t..,.,e 
months section as well as in each of the tvlelve months sectior., the 
cards of a"'nlicants placed srould be kept separate from others. 
A r:: I 
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At tre end of tr.e month, after ~·ece ssa.ry statistical i-nfo rli1o.t ion, 
'!)as bsen ext:-acted, the cards of the •nonths section shonld be 
trrarrsf'e.FJ'l2d to tre tr,relve rrro'1ths section \..rith a label sholving the month 
I 
to ·H'l--J.Cih 1-he ends "elate, at the end of eac1:1 month, the entile buch of 
cards i.n the sub-section belon!Sjm; to the brelve months shO'lld be 
destT'oyed and disposed of as scrap in accorda~ce with inst~uction 
i s s 1Rd by +he com,)le te authority. 
Tn the o'se an Index cArd is taken ~Jt o~ the 1onths section 
of t 1 e dead Y·eo;iste,, to effect a 'e;peat Y'eo;istrc::.tion or for at1y other 
P'JL">ose, a d11mmy card -:sivin~ re~istJ:ation nllmber and the reason for its 
ext"'acti on sho1~ld be i....,serted irt its place. 
In "-he end of this chapter it wi 11 be better to ~i ve ar}.d ovsrall 
ni ct,,_rc _of t"'e ,.,rsc;i.stration in the ALDA."=C~ district employm nt exchange ... 
i'1 the last five yeaJ's ie from 1963 to 1967. Firs~- or all .. ft1s oe'G0t:r• 
to ~ive tl-)e data of the total re~i stra+;ion in ALTHll'lli employm<ilnt 
e ->Ccha""o; e from 196 3 to 1 967. 
-~-----··------------------ ·--·----------·--·---~-------
Yea-rs E£~r~tion i~om-l~~~~-~~o~1~9~6~7~---------­
>.ale Female Total 
----------- -----· 
__ ---..,._,_ __ 
---.-....-----
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
14979 
1443o 
13')97 
1253o 
12326 
389 
51!1 
849 
1o4o 
865 
-----~----------------------
,.,otal 67862 3658 
15368 
14945 
14446 
1357o 
13191 
·--------------
7152o 
----·--- -----·---·-- ---·--------.---.. 
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"'he above table deals \'lith the total resistration of PJale 
anolicants and total re~is;-rotion of female applicant in 1)etueen 
the year 1963 and 1967. The fi>;ures of th.: above ysars srovr a 
con tt nuous dec Y'ease in the number of apnli cants for reei st::-oat i on!male) 
On the other hand the fi~u.,...es for female candj_dates are conti..nuonsly 
at an t ncre ase. One "Eason of the dec -~ease of male applicants and 
i ncr? aS"' of frrnale annlj_~J.nts may be tre cmde a~ti tude of offj_c:Lals 
tO\vqrds m8.le and lenie'lt atti.lude tovmrds female, and \Jf-ich I my_ 
self o"0ser1red. Trere are instructions from the state di~"ector to 
the district exchat1r;es th<•t a'Jnlicants coming from distant olaces for 
~'E'~i_s 1-.rat·ion, after 2 P.E should oo ~~eo;istered sar.JE day, but the fo.ct 
i s fs r of i_ t. The othc;r ,-·e a son fo,~ the increase of female ca11.d j_date s 
... 4 ... .J 
"s t,._at fc-(r)-=lc> s a"'e hecomino: P'Jore ~ducatsd and 7for employmsnt 
as si s ta'1CE they kno.wck the door of ernoloyment e xcbange. B11t due to so: 
some "€ :As'Jn s tre emnloyment e :<chc:c~e are be co min-; unpopular a)(\ong 
the younr; ne'Y>sons. How a days the main purpose of employment 
excha11~es is to Y'ender ~u~Ldance to youths fo.r tl'eir f11ture life, and 
thiS can l;e done only I:Jhen t1l.€y 2J'E prep::n~ed to be re~i ste::·ed 
t'-1ernsPl v~ s in the e •c" c...n ge s so t"r;e.te should be compulsory r'ec;i s tra-
tion of' cnl1di_dat:c-:s before submitting against a vacancy. On€! tr•e 
othe,., hand, V-ere s'honld be very minute supervC'rvision of the 
\vo~kinr~s of cmnloyn1•=-nt exchan~es, so that, their lvork, behavier, 
a+ti tude and perf0rmancP c.tt•~act the aprylicants. 
·-------------------
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Qll!.E!£2.3 Y.II 
EHPLOYi,IEiTT l1ARK ~T IITFORHATION 
--------
'I'hs 'Tiost impo:ntant work$ vrhich emTJloymsnt exch;:<nge performs 
is t 1~~ collection of m<::rket j '1.forrnations a"f)out E'"'1ployment in the 
n~'iv~~-~ sector as well as iD the nuhlic sector. Inthis '1-Tork there 
s~'e snb-devi sions also, <:s, notification of vacG.ncie s, sn1w1ission, 
nlaccme'1.t, kee~jn~ -eco~ds of the situation of labour market, surplus 
and s 1~o..,ta;e of 'Tlanpmve!' in different establishments. 
~mD lo;r·lle nt edtchan~e s are "€ snon si ble for collect ir: q; re~ula:ly 
irtfo,-maH on a'Jout er:uloyment in the p"j vatc s vell e:,s in t re unblic 
· ll 2stablishments in t~c 
n,,bli c sector and stolec":;ec1 ~stD:olishments in th3 private sector 
.,,c~u.larly abont the number of persons, they are emoloying, the 
vacanci "'s that ha~Te occu-:"ed t'oe re ;_ n and the type of person they 
f1 nd to be in short supply. The information will be collected from 
all estahli shmert s in the public sector and those employing 25 or 
,..,o,..,.c oers'Jns in the prj_ v ate sector under the provisions of the 
emnloyment exchan;e (Com'l)ulsory notification of vacu'1cicos) "\ct 1959, 
which have r:1ade it obli-:;ato.,..,y on them to submit to the local emoloy-
ment e xc'ban;e s. :;mnloyment and occupational re t1Jrns pre scribed 
7J"1de"~" t"''e E''Tinloyment exch3.n~e (comn1J1_sory 11otification of 't'acancies) 
'1,les 196o. Info,..,matjon from s11aller establishment in the p-::ivate 
sectow will, ~owcver, bs collected on a voluntary basis. 
As emnloyment j nformation is collectC'd on., an establishment 
"Y'Anor+-i n~ sys t;m, t 1"e irliformation vn 11 .,...elate only to the emn layer 
and emnloyees but not to indeDendeYJ.t workers or unpaid family workers • 
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<:rroloyey>s vJi.ll include owners, nnopr>it::tors, mana~ers, "VJO::'king part'!ler 
o-r di "'ectors of firms \vho works for the firm. ~~nloye-::s Will inclnde 
piec12 "Y'ated workers but "'Ot part ti.me ltlorkers. 
Ths nurnose in ~skin~ for the information from employers is 
tltreq fold. Fj r>st to ;sive t=::mployment officer more facts on which 
leave their reDorts of the emnloyment sitl.Jation and to enable them 
to decide mo:'.:'e accuratEly \v1':'3.t type of personnel are in sP.ort sun.oly, 
This is Essential in order to deci.de who.t vocational Training course 
should be provided. Secondly to provide information lvhich will be 
needed t·o jn1prove and add to the service given by the employment service 
( snch as ~ i vi no; de taj 1 about employment ODport11ni tte s to all per sons 
se'"'kips; v1ork) employers too will be able to call on the emuloyment for 
moy·e r-eli.able informa+-ion about emnloyn'Bnt market in a locality. 
Third to provide a msthod by vlhich to measure contjruo'J.Sly chancses :i.D 
the l<=Jvel of tY.e emnloyment in an employment excho.nge area or other 
aT'eas constitutin~ specific employment market. The data are also 
needed to follmv- thP proo;ress of the five years plans, in cre:.....tino; More 
emnloymcont, thP i'1fOr>mation ui.ll also be rsq1;i-red for any other 
-n planinc; and admi_-,listrati.ve pu,.,poses at both state ar'd rnational level. 
The emnloyment excbar~es are to be called upon to play a o;-reater 
and "'lore im11ortant part j_ n the study of the emnloyme nt market of the 
country. The term "employment market'' is nsed to refsr to u,..., area 
havi.rr, concentra. ... ion of acoDomic activity for Hhi ch labour force is 
habit"ally dravm from person livin~ in the area, with an emDloy111ent 
exchanc;e sc::>rvi.n\ as a local 'Joint to bring too;ether vmrkers and 
emnloye.,., s. .:lj nee the 1mi t of a11:1lysi s is a local ar'e a the employment 
s ~ rvice m<'1de TJ.p of ~ a ,et wo~k of c·nploymcnt excha!!ge iS in a 
uni~te nosition to analyse local em,loymcnt market sitr~tion. ~y 
vi "~tne of their be in~ in close contact with tre employ-::rs in the area 
er~tnloyment exchan~e a~e in an adva:>ta"':eous position to collect the 
:'equi,~ed il1fo~·mntion from them, 
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lvh ich is to 'be studied in conjuction vJi th the i nformati:on '?: lcamed 
from day +o day traffic at t-re :oxchrtn~e. For the above Teasons they 
can make a moTe qu~litative analysis of the employ~ent market situaticn 
'I'he sue cess of ty,i s p T"O<?; ramfl"'e 1vill!: den end very much on the energy, 
presistence snd intelli<:Sence with 'i.vhich this work j_s carried out at 
ernnloyment exchan~e let~tet It will be essential too for the i.nforma-
ti.on 1at'"sred to be f'1lly ''SPd by t'he employm2nt officers in their 
day to day \vOJ'k. T'he procedure and section -set-up at exchange to 
undertake this work 'vri 11 be an integral part of that exchanc;e. The 
staff en~ ar:;e d on !'e~i strati on a11d placi n:; work will also ha>re a part 
to play. 
Th.: "'" ed for r'-3~t1lar flow employment info C'mati on can not be 
over- em')h?sized· particul'-"rly when p'oble:n of unem!)loyment and 
imbala'tce s bGtv.reen labour a'1d sup!JlY and demand have to be tackled 
W-:l, 
f.,.,om vaT'ious an~les. The employment market informationtcan be put 
to various uses are b>:>oadly tvrofold: i nte !'nal us-:; s ~ 1vi thi 11 the 
e""nloyment ser>rice and P""ternal usss ,outside the employment se.,.,vice. 
1. In emnloyment placPm'3nt to obtain knowled~e of vacancies 
and the nat tern of er1:;loyr.Jen t in d iffe re11.t i ndn st rie s, to 
promot;e contc.c"'"s vJi th employers with a view to meeting 
treir maYJ.nower req11i•~ements and to assess the absorption 
of ErorJlicants sePking 1.orork at employment excha'·'ges. 
2. In rvalua1 in'S ths extent to lvhtch the employment exch::n ge 
operatio11 or influencing the employment market. 
3. In identifyj n~ a,....d classifyins the employment market areas 
and ; 
4. In matts .... s relatin~ ~:> ar~a..,isation and management of the 
emp loyr:1ent se ""Vice (viz taffi ng, location 6f e xch -=tn ;e s etc) 
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1. In econo:n:i.c develonmc.mt :- To make an assesment of man power 
rf"qnirem2nts of p.,...of::ssional, scientific opnor-tu.nities like to be 
c;er>.e.,...atPd as well as i·he pro;ress made in creating employmer,t 
o-onortunities, m"!-d reducin?; th8 incidence of unemDloyment. 
2. In vocational ~uidance :- Irformation is valne able for educational 
an tho~i ties in p rovidin~ younc; person ~,ri th i nfor;natj. on about 
emoloyment onpot:·tunitiss and car'·iers over a 1-.rider ·ran::;e of 
occupations and industries. 
:). LYl voc at.i onal t ra:i.•1i ng :- >nployment market d a~- a are of use for 
t:rai'li~ authorities in plannin<; training p:::.~o~ramr1es according to 
''~""sent and future needs. 
4. Tn ftelds such e.s labour 1trelfare, industric: ... l ·""elations, social 
decn-"·i. ties, etc :- In this field knovllGge of i:nploym·.-:mt, 
1Jnen-oloymr-nt, size of labou'::' force, etc, is very '1ecessary for 
I 
nlaDnin?; vario,J.s p.,.,o;:rammes. 
5. Other misc-ollaneons uses :- 3uch as in calcnlation of r>at.ional 
incone, tmvn plannjng, etc, etc. 
In the fo11o1v:i..n<S lines the description deals ivjth the employment 
si tn:::tion in ALDARH district for tre year endino; 31, .Uec 1963. It 
.,..r-t11ms -received fro'n re;orting establish::nents, o.nd the chaD-;;es th· t 
oCC 1 l .... ed i..n the level of E':J-ploym..::nt :1et\·1een 31 Decr-mber 1962 and 81 .Dec 
Th<- fac_,_s of the follmvin~ descri-1tion are lostod on the data 
0 
collected 'Fy tl~~ E!n'lloyment excha''·~;e .$.s part of a programme for 
collection emDloyment market i~formation from all the establishements 
in the p.,.,ivate sector <.,s a usually havin~ 1o or more em"9loyees • 
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'I'lw tCJtal emnlo r•ent in both the Public and ·orivate sector 
as a \Jl;olc --:s disclosed by thP rFtwrns ,..,ecc:i_ved from 373 Cincl'...:tding 
257 in t.hE' orivate sector) ~ose f'u!'ther from 33767 Cincl· ding 1597 
vJOmen; 3.t the e"1d of December 1962 to :L8672 (including 19oo wo rki. ng 
at the end of December 1963 thereby ~euresenting a total encrease of 
4qo!'5 or 1.5 .;. ) VTO"'kmen. ThP incrARse in the overall Frlployrncmt 
no si_ ti on W8.S sharer] by the "ublic and private sector • 
.As agai.nst 346 establishem!Pnts Cinclnding 25o in the private 
SC' ctor) i. n the em-oloyment res;i ster at tl..,e end of the previous ye <-,r 
from \v1l0'1l the ret,J_rns vJhere collected, the nnmber of ""'E'JO''ting establi-
shr.le,..,ts as on 31 Decsr1ber 1963 w::,s 373 (incl·,din~ 257 in the private 
sr-ctor ). 1ec;ardinrs increase of 27 in the number oft.stab]j_srments, 
1~ CinCll1dinq; 12 in the priv~te sector) \vET'S newly identified d 1 :ring 
tre year unde' '~eoort and b1~onght on the em-oloyers "'Esister, while 
1o old establj shments in the u~iv~te sector were f0 1Jnd closed. rhe 
i. ncrP.,se of 17 c stabli s•"::.ents 1:1' s duE: to the dece"1traliso.tion of 
\\J:W-vr,s 
collecti.on of "'P1Pns at "l:lla:e.k levels from the "block development off:.cers 
di s+-rict ol::mnin.; officer. L'he ~e.snonse from employers in both tr:e 
sFctors re~arding relidition of the returns remained een.t percent. 
P~rT~'I'E 3~C10RS :-
T'e t 1nns .,.,r. ce i ved f,..,om all the 257 e stabli shements r~v; ale d an 
f'r.mloy:nent covera~e of 16838 persCJns Cin.cluded 562 women) at the er.d 
of Dece·-·ber 1963 as comps..red to 13947 persons (including 59o women) 
at the end o~ December 1952 i e t'J say u'1 i ncre::.. se of 2891 \vo r~):mar. 
1 27.3 ./. ) Acco~·dinq;ly to an a11alrsis by ~~oad ind':st ·y \Sro·~~;s: 
manufactu~inc; contribnt:;d larr;es increase (+193o), follovled by serv~_ces 
(+652 ), construction (+263), elect-.5city, ~as a'1d Vl:tte:· sto:-ovi.ces 
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t·nade 3'1.d cor.1m6TCE (+13). 0'1 the other ha·;.d there \,T· S Sli~ht decre:1SE 
(-16) in t'Y'ans•ort, sto·,tar;e ard com11unication g,..·oup. ThJ mo.rket 
imnrovementC+193o) under manufacturing was mainly d11e to the 
-Pcruitment of ~ddffitional temoor~ry staff in the textile i~dustry, 
w~ile incrFase in the service-s g~oup was due to apnointment of 
3d"~ ti.onal teachers in the scho0ls ~l'1d collF.ges. T1->e increase in 
the cons+-r .. ct.; ons industry vms mainly due to more work 1-vith contractors 
"'n"!:a"';ed in the Gxp~.nsion activit:il.,S of tl"e KASD1PUR Power hollse. The 
nominal increase in other groups w:~s due to nominal flnctuations, vrhile 
the slj ';ht decrP~se in tra:lS!)O"'t, sto:;age c:.nd COffilrl',nication gro,,'J 
w8s due to the delition of one establishement. 
PTJBLIC 3~:cTpR :-
'T'1->e re w&s fnrther improver:1ent in the emJloyment situation 
1. n the nublic sector, and 1.uant1Jm of emoloyment figures !'ose from 
1982o as on 31 DecembEr 1962 to 21831 us on 31st JJecember 1963 ie 
an increase of +2o14 or 1o.2 percent. 
Analys:ing the employment situation in the public sector 
acco~ding to the types of establishem!B'nts, it was :evealed th-t trere 
vl"S increasE' in all branches. As compared to tfJ.e p':'EVious year there 
was an increase of +1575 in +-he sta+e 1ovs!'rlment, -lJ. 388 in the local 
'~Jodirs + 26 in the qg_uasi 1overnment, and 25 in the central "iovernment, 
'I'he si.r;ni.ficant i.ncre1se in the state '1overnment W<J.S mainly due to the 
,...ec,...:1itment of tem,orary daily paid labou.,.,eY's by the P •. 1.I1 o.t the end 
of the ye,'r under discussion and also appointment of additional staff 
jn t~e KASTH P'T1 DO\ver ro11se on account of examptio11. in its~ 4:-t-s 
activj ties. L'he ~.ncreasc in the local bodies was mainly due to the 
rF.cruitment of tempo~·a.ry m-J.le and female teache.,.,s and :.:~lso a.cdi t: onal 
stniff' in 7be public works by the "~ ''7::r:r ZILA P:~;,sr~D • 
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The slight improvement in the quasi and central Government 1.Jas ude to nominal 
fluctuations. 
Analysis b, the broad industry divisions, it was observed that employment 
in the public sector had increased almost in all industrial groups except in 
mmufacturing. This jncrease was shared by services ( + 1055 ) , construction ( 591) 
-Agricultral ( 192 ) , electricity, gas and v.at~r ( -l-129 ) , conmunication (+51), 
Trade and Comnerce (-t 6), t-rhile the~re t-.as nominal decrease in manufacturing group 
(-10 ) ,. The increase in services group ws mainly due to the recruitment of tbe 
teachers in the ANTRIN ZILA p,.A,RISHAD and expansion in the administration dep;lrtments/ 
offices of the state Governn:ent, and short tenns applintxwnt in tre local bodies. 
Increase in construction Has due to the recruitn:ent o~ daily :paid temporary 
"" labour in the F. w.D, while that in the agricultra.l, and electricity, gas and water 
services ws due to tha expansion in tl:e activities of intensive agriculture, District 
:Programmes and KASIM?UR pmverhouse respectively. The slight increase in transport , 
storage and communication, and trade and commerce ws due to normal fluctuations.. The 
decrease in manufacturing i·Jas negliga.ble for 1-Jhich no reasons could be assigned. 
8mployment of vromen registered an increase of 303 (18.9 percent) 1900 women 
(4. 9 % ) ,.rere employment out of total employment of 38672 in both the public and private 
sectors at the end of' too year under report as against 1597 vromen employees amongst the 
' 
total employment of 35767 on 51 December 1962. Out of 1900 women employed on 51 December 
196:3, 1358 (7o.4%) 1vere employed in the public sector and 562 (29. 6 %) in tw private 
sector. Analysed by broad industry divisions, services alone employed 92.7 % follo,.J9d 
by r:J.anu.facturing 6. ·7~nd the remaining 6 % in other groups. 
The slight decrease in tho registrations brought down the c umulntivo totnl of 
employment seekers remaining on the live regis-ter of the employment exchange by 344. 
The total figures of persons seeking employment 1.1hich 1-.as 7058 (including 125 lvomen) 
at the end of the year 1962 fell at 6714 (includi.ng 208 '\vomen) as on 31 Dec::JmbGr 196:3 • 
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Out of 6714 persons on the live register 5512 1.JGre educated persons consist-ing of 
2158 matriculates, 924 intermediates and 250 era,duates w:i.. th one or more degrease. 
According to occupational analysis of the total 6714 persons on the Jive register 
2. 35 ~ were professional, tecbnid3.1 and related vrorkers, o.o5 % -vrere adm:inistrative 
executive and managarial vrorkers, 1.56 % vrere ciherical and related workers, 7.05 % 
vrere craftsmen, 2.15 % 1-Jere skilled Horkers, o. ::;4 % vrere in unskilled (office workers), 
6. 78 % were unskilled (other workers) and 79.48 % were ivorkers) 1.Jho had not received 
any professional, tecimical or vocational training. 
DE1:W~ D .fOR p]!;RSONNE'L 
The number of vacancies notifiod to the employnpnt exchan:se evidence and upword 
trend. during the year under report. 1760 vaca11cies including 68 for woman were 
notified during the year ended December 1965, as against 1571 (including 22 for 
women) :in tl:e last year. The increase :in the no of vacancies notified as rna:inly due to 
tbe recru:ttment of unskilled workers by the -Anti lv1al-aria units and also receipt of 
alarge no of vacanc:tes of KAl-IDA..~ required for blocks under the expansion scheme of 
seed stores. .Analysed occupa-tionally the demand for vrorkers shmred tbat 179 (10.17 %) 
were for professional, technic::tl and related 1"Jol,ker.s, 4 (.23 %) for administrative, 
executive and rnanegarial workers, 458 (24.98 % ) for clerical and related vrorkers, 
255 (14.98 %) for craftsmen, 120 (6.81 %) for other skilled workers , 155(8.81 %) far 
other skilled (office workers), and ~95 (M.SO %)were for unskilled (other Horkers). 
V ,a!J,&IJ'CIZS FILLED 
1273 vacancies (including 46 for women ) were filled during the year tu1d3r 
report ag aga:ins t 1106 (including 27 for Homen) in the year ended 51 Decembor 1962. 
Occupational analysis of the vacancies filled revealed tmt of the toiral 1275 vacancies, 
119 (9. 35 %) were for professional technical and related workers, 2 (.15 % ) for 
adm:inistrative, executive and managerial workers, 164 (12.88 %) for craftsman, 162 
(12.73 %) for other skilled i~rkers, 135 (10.45 %) for unskilled (office workers) and 
458 (54. 41 %) for tulskilled (other workers). 
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PERSON§ ll'i SID3.T SUfP~Y 
Based on too report, of employers in public and private sector and on the basis 
of experience of the emplo;ym3nt exchange in regard to the defficulties experienced 
in filling up the vacancies th9re T,ras persistent shorta~ ge of suitabld. personal in the 
following occupations =- Stenographer, trained compounder, electropluter, trained 
liberian, polisher, Chalified Boiler Attendant, trained scien 03 teacrer, lady P .T 
teacher, Trained Nurse, X..ray technician, fbalth visitor, Hoill3 science teacher. 
Although:i it is not possible to bs.se any precise conclusim on the actual 
- Cl.u.·i'"'t-
numbeiW ot anticipated vacancies Ei!EiRg the ne:s:f:; 12 months, it is anticipated that 
there will be upward trend in the demand for mechanical engineers, electrical 
supervisors, dairy chenri.sts, polishers, trained nurses and compounders, trained 
sciencg teacher, i* stenograph3rs, 111hile there -will be increase in the demand for 
"t-rorkers in these trades and supply position is not likely to keep pace -vrl th the 
increased demand. The availabtlity of only limited seats in the technical and 
educational institution particularly in resr:ect of attractive and shortage category 
trades as also unfavourable attitude of ap:Jlioants towards certain blue colour jobs 
compel~d with limited means of midd le glass people i.s responsible to certain extent 
of the continued shortage. Efforts are being made by the employment excmnge to 
persuade the educated unemployees to receive training particularly in those trades 
were there is persistent shortage of 1.,rorkcrs. 
The above information was collected for the year 1965, :in the following liD.es 
the situation :in too year of 1964 will be take :into consideration. 
NDrE: :- There -vri.ll be the descripticn of the first quarter of 1964 (from Ist January 
1964 to 51-3-1964) first, than the description -vrill be from 1.4.64 to 51.5.65. This 
type of disturbance arises due to the policy of employment exchange. Because upto 
1965 the service was dealing in the calender year, from 1964 it started working :in 
financial year. So the data collected are in sucll a \-JaY tha- t tro report of first 
quarter of 1964 \.Jill be presented separately, but after that it will start HOr«:ing 
in the financial year system. 
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1..9..6.4. 
Following lines refers to the emplo;yment situation in ALIG.ARH implo;ymnnt ~rket 
during the period January 1964 to l1u-ch 1964, and is based en the informaticn collected 
from the establishnl3nts in the public sector and such e!!lployers in the private sector 
engaged in non-agricultural activities, who usually employ 10 or more persons. 
Construction industry in the private covers only those units, VJhich \Pre engaged in 
public ccnstruction \-fork during the quarter. The respone from emplo;yers in both the 
sector remained cent per cent. 
Too over all employment positmon recorded an increase of 202 
perscns (.52 %) dur.ing the quarter. As against 58706 persons employed in the private 
and public sectors at the end of the last quarter, the total number of the employees 
in the both the sectors as on 31-3-64 r..;as 38908. The graph on the last page gives the 
progressive implo;yment indices on chain base method. 
E.lj?LQll£NT n1 FRIV&J:'E SECTOR :- There -v.ra.s decrease of -556 (2.1 % ) in the number 
of persons employed in too private sector. -:As lnrulY as 16482 persons v.ere in employment 
in the end of quarter as compared to 16838 en 51.12. 65. The significant decrease 
-565 (5.4 %) v.ras registered ~manufacturing group .due to seasonal fluctuations in 
sugar and brick kiln industry, the slight decrease of- 29 and -1 v.ras marked in 
construction and transport. and storage respectively. On the other hand there v.ra.s nomina: 
imcreaae in Trade and Commerce (-15) and serv:l res gror;rp (-25) due to nominal 
fluctuations. 
The level of emplo;yment in the public sector maintained a rising 
trend during the quarter. Return from 119 establishnents in this sector disclosed 
that the employment imxri had increased from 21868 at the end of Dec 65 to 22426 at the 
end of lt.rch 64 ie an increase of t 558 (2. 5 %) • T:he increase in state Governnent 
v.ras mainly due to extension of KASIM PUR po,~r Hcuse. .According to industry wise 
analysis tm increase v.ras marked in electricity gas and ,..ra,ter 1- 657 follov.ed by 
agricul tUl·e -t-58, transport storage and comnn.mication + 29, trade and commerce -+ 5 and 
manufacturing t-1• On the othe r mnd there v.ras decrease in services group - 114 and 
construction -58. 
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The si@lificant increase in electric, gas and 'i-Ia ter -was. mainly due to expansion in 
the activities of KASIM I'UR Po...,~r House. 
E:tvfLOYMEl~T OF WOlvEN:- There was increase in employm3nt of 'i.JClll.en, as against 
1900 wo1ren employed at the end of the previous quarter, the total no of female 
employes at the end of the quarter aas 1992 ie 1394 ( 59.G9 %) in public se.etor and 
598 (oo.o2 % ) in private sector. Analysed by industry divisicns 91.52 %) VJere 
employed in services, 7. 93 % in manufacturing, • 35 % in transport, storage, 
comnnmication, -10 % in construction and -10 % in Tra -de and cornmsrce. 
!JJf.e;}fLOYN!:N T 'ffi!l!11DS :- ..A.. Snppl 7 of man pme r 
3513 including 127 woll13n registered in implyment exchange during 'bba quarter 
as against 3676 including UO women during the previous quarter. ..As ~ many as 
7025 persons including 194 wo!n3n v.ere on the live register on 31-5-64 as compared 
to 6714 includ:tng 208 women at the end of previous quarter. or the 7025 persons 
seeking employment, 1.94 % v.ere professional, technical and r41.'3.ted workers, .03 % 
were administrative, execuitive and managerial workers, 1.4.0 % clerical and related 
. 
vrorkers, 5.60 % v.ere craftsman, 1.40 % other skilled sorkers, .57 % ,~re unskilled 
(office workers), 5. 79 % 'i-13re unskilled (other workers) and 83.27 % were workers 
who had not received any professional, tecl:mical and vocational training. 
Ji.. Rru14ND 0£ LABOUR. :- 197 vacancies w..=re notified during the quarter ended 
31 - 3 -1964, as against 358 in the last quarter. Or the 197 vacancies received, 
16.75 % v.ere for professio1al, technical and related workers, 16.75 % \.Jere for 
clerical and related workers, 14.21 % VJere for craftsmen, 6.6 % 'i-13re for other skilled 
workers, 9.65 % v.ere for unskilled (office workers), and 3604 % v.ere for unskilled 
(other workers). 
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There were p"e si stant shorta~e of wockers 
tn tbe trade of steno~-rapher, trained science teachers, malt production 
OT!Sani sors ,_ irJ"bi le ~ew entrants to l&bour market particularly edJ..Jcated 
persons and unskilled laboure~s were in surplus. 
The follovli n~ lines re fe T s to the EP1nloymen t situation in 
' ALD A P}I e11'Jploymen t rna r·ket du "'in~ 1. 1.. 196 4 to 31. 3. 65. 
~-PLOYfvBTJ'I' TPE'~¥D :- The total enployment position, as .,....eported 
by ths total 384 (253 private sector) establishments, the total number 
of emn loyee s y,rh ich was 39359 ( 1992 women) on Harch 1964 increas.,od 
on 31 11Rrch Hl.65 to ?19944 ( 2167 women). The total incre 1:1 se was of 
585 (1.48./. ) Tris incre8se is the result of the increr..1se of 115o 
persons in public sector, in the public sector the fj~u-"'es decrease by 
565. 'I'hr2 total no of establishment 1r1hich t'epo:::-ted ~to employment 
""XChan!Se tncreased to 384 (253 p~'ivate) upto harch 1965 cS against 
076 (256 pd.vate) in ILT'ch 1964. 28 establishements we-re identified 
in the ysar, 14 in public sector and 14 in priv 8 te sector. 28 Offj ces 
were found closed durin~ the yeGr (1 public), so the increus~ i~ 
Psta1Jlishment ~<7,gS of 8 only. 
AccfuT'ding to the report received from t 253 
ostabli shme11ts, there W,<:>S a decre.qse in the emoloyment in this sector. 
-.. uto 'h-rch 1g64 t,._,ere were 16933 employees in this sector (598 women), 
l;ut th·U;: fi ;ure decreased to 16368 (646 women) upto 31. 3.1965. .3o, 
th~=>.,e was a decrease of 565 (3.03 ./. ) in +-he 11umber of employees. 
Aft~r minute o"l:Jserv,.,_tion of the decrease of er.~ployment, it 
comes out that first of all it is due the decrease in the employmant 
of wood and wood co11struction deno..,..tment. F:-orn 1964, Due to this 
t'lteY'e was dec,...~,.,_se of 178 (51 .14 .; • ) in the annual e"'1oloyment 
nosi. tion. 
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In suite of this due to fluctations there w2 s decrease in Brick 
tnd,Jstry by 84 (29.4? .;.),due to lack of demand there w8s a dec:'e::...se 
in ernployman tin ~lass indust-ry in 1965, and due to t:he kR distuwbances 
' in SHIYAN '}LASS 'fJOPKS, SAS'TI in Harch 65 1 2o? ( i6.o3 ./., IYJ. December 
1964 thf' deere"' se in lock i nd ust ry· a,1d in 1'1arch 1965 due to lack of 
.,..aw mat~7.rial in the Sasem~ industry the decreaseUJas 142 (4.96./. ), 
in other p"'oductions it vJsnt to 36 (12.9o ./. ), In construction· 
c'lenR'Y'tme•t 246 (31.13 ./. ) and in health and sei'litation it was 
2 4 ( 11 • 48 • /. ) • 
On the other ha'"ld the·('e hannened soms incre,3 se in the 
P""lnloyment in some industrtes, i..n MILK Industry 34 (14?.82 ./.). 
i.n press and ntJbli shing 19 (19.38 ./. ), in electricity, gass and 
w'1tPr 3~ (2o.32 ./. )in educc~tional and scientific services 1?8 (3.93.,4) 
and in e'l.tertainment services 23 (19.16 .;. ). 
In the public sector there w§-s a contiY'uous 
increase, ti'l it -~eGched to 23569 in Harch 1965 as against 22426 in 
1964 (Varch). lilY\ So, there was a't increase of 115o (5.12 .;.). 
increRse in public sPctor W4S like this :- In central 1overnment 
8?, in st8.te '1ovemment 492, in quasi !Jovernment emnloymsnt 16, 
and i.n local lJodies 555, The .,...:;3son of the increase in state 
'1 ove rnma nt E'MDloyme nt w3 s the increase in nubli c construction and 
i.ncre~se in the: ccti"lr~ties of K.\SIH PUTIPovJer House, in local bodies 
tre c redi. t c;oe s to educational and he c:.l th acti vi tis s. 
Tll.SDi te of t1·"is t'!'ie""e w,..s increase other indust-.·ies also, 
the irnpor+-::)nt increases vre~e in, Roadw·ays, Public servjces, 
co,.,struction denartment, electricity, ~ass ..,nd water, educational 
SF' ,...vices. 
I'l this year tl..ro stores were also included, the no of employees 
in these ti•To stores w·1s 69. 
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":;·fPLOYlfSTfT FO£ '.!ON:S] :- There vra s an inc re ·= se of 8. 7 8 o I o in the 
employment of women. In Harch 1964 this gigure w s 1992 which increased 
to 2167 in 1965. 3o, the total incree3.se was of 175 I:Jomen. 1521 
(7o.19 .1.) we·('e in public sector and 646 (29.81 o/.) in private sector. 
In 1965, 14468 persons lrJere -r•e:;istered, 
out of these 5o3 \·J'F3re female candidates, upto 31.3.1965, 6645 persons 
vleY'e on the live re~i ster ( 192 vJomen as ugainst to 7o25 ( 194 women) 
in 31. 3. 1 964. So there W:l s a de ere asP in the '10 of e ployme nt fe e1nrs 
by 3807 
A. In tr1E cnr.,.,ent there W-:.S a lack of vacancies 
not; fiPd in co:npa-~ison to 1964. In the year 1965 this f,,~nre 1-1~ 
1269 (81 ltJomen) as C.t~ains t to 1441 (74 for v10men ) ii'l 31. ":.1964. The 
occun:;>,tion:l distribution of the vacn'1Ctes notified to employment 
exchan~P ts as follovrs :- 9o (7.o9 o/o) for p·~ofrssioanl, techl'"~ical 
and ,..,Plated occupations, 15 (1.18 ./.)for ad;;Jinistrc.tionand excntive 
v-rorks, 522 (41.14 ./.)of clerical and related \:JOrkers, 13 (1.o2 .;. ) 
for a~'~"iculture, fisr·riFs, b11nting and "'eloted worke~·s, 145 (11.43 ./. ') 
for a~cltit"ctua vTOrkers, 317 (24.98 .;. ) for se""vices, f?;amss, and 
E'Y'lte,..,tai'1ment workers, 122 (9.61 ./o) for other workers. 
VAC.A~T..:I~J :;:'ILL~D :- From 1.4.1964 to 31.3.1965, 85o vacanc;es lvere 
filled th~o,,-sh employmF-nt exchu.nge (71 women), on the oth.er hand 
1157 v<;;cancie s were filled (6o women) to 31o 3.64. The occEpational 
classj fi ration of vacancies filled is like this :- 59 (6.94 .;. ) by 
local prof3ssional, tecllnical a"l.d !'elated workers, 14 (1.65 ./o) by 
administrative and executive worke:s, 31o (36.47 ./.)by clerks and 
reL.1ted workers, 22 (2.~9 ./.) by a<?;..,.,iC:J.ltural, f:Lshries, r-.urtin~ afld 
""elated \vorkP..,.,s, 22 (2.59 .;. ) by transoo~t a11d Co':'lmurication \vorker-·s, 
66 (7.76 .;. ) by worke~s ~slated to archjtecture, 274 (32.24 .;.!by 
se,...vices, <sames aPd \'iork<::rs !'elated to entertain".en~and 83 (9.76 ./.) h"J 
la'l)our. 
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Following professions s~E such in which 
fi..llinr; t"'e v-,canci_~s .,.,el1ted to c;;~;sp p~o~~ss~:.ms :-
St:PYJO.,."Y':J.Y)hPrs, typist (Hi.ndi :JY'J.d 3'1-;lish), ~n~inrerin~ s:Jperv~ so's, 
(mecha·,~ ~"'.11 ), el'"'ctropla-~-~rs, t.,...,.:.inf'·~ t'"':...cher of chemestry, Zoology 
and P'hysics, fPmalc PT jnstructor, trained compounders, trained 
.L._L 65 to 3.1L. 3, 66 
Fo1loivin:; lines will be devoted to the descriptj on of the 
~"""lnlovm"'Y'J.t market position o~ ALI1A:l:-I employment market, in tre y,:ar 
1.4.65 to 31.1,66. 
F~om 1.4.65 to 31.3.66 the total employm~nt 
inc rP ~ s r::d to 4o 584 c: s <-'-"'; ai n st 39 944 in Larch 1965. There \vas an 
incrPA~e in eAch year of t'l-:!e third five yea:- plan, wl:ic}] Will be 
cl"ar fr0m the follow~ng table :-
----------·------------------------
Spcto~ 31.3.61 31.3.62 31.3.63 31.3.64 31.3.65 31.12.65 31.3.56 
·---------------~--·----
Public 19223 
Pri VB. te 12928 
19o77 
144o7 
22268 
13664 
22426 
16482 
23576 
16368 
229o9 
17152 
23927 
16657 
---·--------·-------·---·--------
32156 33484 35932 389o8 39944 4oo61 4o584 
The nu!"lbe•~ of persons 3n~aged in public sector ivas continuously 
increasin~. rr:'he r-eason VJ'"1s ... "le abso.,.'ptio11 of nersons in construction 
VJo.,...ks in the nlan, and the e~ployment of applicants in ... he other 
o!'fi C"'S. 'l-cc:nse in 1963 the datc..s of the establi shement having less 
t-...2-n 1o nerso11s E'"':ployed, v.rere not included, t'lt.e no of employees 
·~ed•1ced. T1, ~ -;r ::.nr of the em oloyrJent of public sector, pri va+-e sector 
a'~d both the sectors is ~i ven on the next p--age. 
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.!.]:1 OYHSJ\TT T R~TTD : - I!1 Larch 1966 the total no: of "Dersons employed 
increased by 64o persons, in comparison to 1965 when it was 39944, avd 
1966 it rose to 4o584. 
I 
P:IVA~Z S i:Q.TOR : - In the 9rivate sector the~e is an upward trend 
. of employment in the third five year plan, upto the end of the plan 
the total no of employees rose by 3'729 (22.4 • ./.)on 31.':\.61 the 
n:su,..e ,,ras 12928, in 31.3.66 it rose to 1665'7. In 1962 there \t.Tas an 
iUCT'6"JSCJ in 6Dl'_)lOyea persons by 14'79, in 31.3.64 it increased by 2818 anc 
in 31.3.66 by 1471. But on the other ha··~d on 31.3.63 there happen a 
decrease in em"loyPd persons by '739, the reason has been given above. 
Jn 31. 3. 6 5 d1J6 to some st·~,'Sgle in SAS.FI ·1 LASS '•JO li\S bet we en employ~e s 
and P'!lployers aYld due to the lack of raw materials in man.ufetctm'ing 
industry the emnloyment decreassd by 111 persons •. 
In u.,..oduction i'~du.s-~-ry (manuf<...cturin~) there j s a co'1tin''OUS 
incre2se in ~l"'l"9loyment, the reasons behind tltis is mostly -e:~trt""---
j 11dustr5 al developemt of ALI1A~H. :·lhich is due to the e stabli shemtnt 
of two nevr indv stries and expcz.nsion of old ~actorie s. 
-t. 
In the qua!'ter which ended on 31.12.64, dve the lack of 1'(1\v 
mate:"ial 433 persons 1.-rere thrown out of employment, du-::: to me lack of 
work i'1 clothe industry in 1965, 592 persons vJere thrown out of 
ePJ.uloyment. In .Tune 1965 due to the closjng of cloth and ~eneral 
HILL HAT~1tAS '73'7 persons were also thrm-rn out of employm~mt, and due 
~ 
to t'le stopw;e of onq e stabli shement 11 3 persons and due to the 
di.stu1~bQnces in SA.Sli.TI tJ.LAS3 .VO KS 239 persons vJere dismissed, and this 
i.nflueYiced the total man.ufacturin:; industry very much. 
prr"91 IC 3 '".:CTO R : - Accordin~ to yearly analysis the no ~f employed 
IIJ"O""'kers i.n.crBase jn nublic sector, in 1963-3191, in 1964-1158, in 
1965-11!5o 2'ld in 1966-251. The main reason for this increc:.se 1.vas ~ 
K A SI'tprroq I ."1 ... ...- • ~, bee· sue of the constructi~n of ~oads a~d ouildings, 
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construction of new roads and ·1overnemt buildings in '::1-Jvernm.-nt 
.II> 
construction dep:'rf:m,~nt. Inspite of tr1is itLalso due to the ~ j;:g 
appointment of teachers in newly opened schools. by District Board. 
'rhe!'e was an i.ncrease of 351 persons in the year 1966, in 
comparisonfo1965. In 31.12.65 this f'4.r;ure vias 23576 \vhcih increased 
to 239'27 in 31.3.66. It was mostly dve to new appointment of teachers 
and abso:'~;tion of labmP'Prs in {'uildin·; and ·:'oad construction. 
In the year ended on 31.3.66 the numbe~ of 
employ<:?d i>Tomen was 2696 (6.6 .;. ). Out of those 727 wer·e in private 
sector (1.o ./.)and 1969 (4.8 ./.)were in public sector. And the 
percenta~e of women in the total employment in the privat sector, 
(whd!tih was 16657) peTson was 4.4 .;. and in the public sector out of 
23927 person i~ emnloyment, women were 8.2 .; •• Fem~les 2~e mostly 
emuloyed in ~ducatton and h~alth depa-'tment. 
From 1.4.65 to 31.3.66 t.he no of pers>Jns 
rec;i str: ·.-.e d i 'l. the employment e xchanrt,e vlas 1457o. In the end of 1965, 
6o35 applicants were on the live .re~isteT.', the occupational 
di stri bn +;ion i. t as follows :- en ttrp reneure and or-sani se rs, exec'. ti ve 
a'!d <.:d'Ylintstrative 1vorkers 4, clel~ical >:.ro-rlcers 131, :..csriC'llture, 
fishr;3S :...nd :related lvorkers 32, t:rattsoo:,'t and commPnicatior: 51, wor~-<,:;v~ 
I 
related to iY'ldn.st~ies, services and :related 454, unskilled lfO:r'kers 48o. 
Analysin~ the live ··e~ister OD the bc..sis of -::du'.::t..tion it is 
klJovm that on Je c -~mber 1965 j_ ts fi -sure s ws re as follorTS :-
T: i o;h school 2295, Inter 569, 'l"·aduate and Post 1 J' aduate 248, 
illi, trate 2923. After aYJ.alysiag, it becomes clear that out of the 
persons comin; for ernnloyment assistance, the '1.0 of educated •)ersons is 
rencreasirJ.~. F':rom this it can be said that education is on an t.rp·ward 
t,..,end, tris will also be cl;ar from the follovrin~ tabV; • 
• • 63/-
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -
'"Ualification 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 ( 1966 increase) over 5 
-------------------------------------------- ---------· ·- ------------- -¥l:5--. 
!T i ~h scl1ool 921 626 7 21 8 46 2ooo + 1o7 9 
I'1te r 285 165 3o3 471 913 + 658 
'1 Y' adua te and 
Post '} Y'adua te 1o5 72 1o9 98 167 + 62 
=-=-~-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-~-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-~-=-=-~-~-=-=-=-=-=-=-=~ 
In .1\.LIJ.ARH employment exC'harrnge there a"e 29 persons ~,-rho iirere 
em:ploy<'Od, bnt "e~istered their names for better employment. After 
the s1.Wi:y of rmployed and unemployed persons it is clt.eo.r that the 
nopulc.tio'~ is increasiYJ.~ at a faster "ate on the other har<d the 
employment 0'9DO Ttuni ties _- re YJ.ot i ncre asi ns in the same pr·opo:-tiop.. 
So the <;ap bet~tveen employm81t and po;Julat:!on is bocomin'?; ~tii.der and 
Upto l'1arch.1966, 196o vacancies 
1
.ve re YJOti fied th!'~h~ employment exchange, vJhich was in 19651269. 
So there was an increase of 391 (3o.B.y'. ). The occupational analysis 
of the vacB.ncies notified is :siven belm'l. 91 for :inspection wo-r>ks, 
15 for adY'liri strati ve and e xe cu ti ve, 283 for clc ric al '.'lOrke :rs, 45 for 
tr·;YJ.sport and Cor::Jmunicc.t.tion and transport, 143 for indnst;.'ies and 
T'elat-ed Horkers, 44 for a'Si"l..cultuT'e, fishries and related to forrst, 
21o for s~dlled ~tvorkers and 4o8 for other unskilled \vorkers. Yc 
Y;1f.A"TCI~d FILI:.~!L_: - 1282 pe,.,sons uere ~iven emplyment in the year 
1966, on the othe"" hand it was 85o in 1g65. In this way there vJas 
increase of 432 (5o.o .;.)the occupational classification of the 
y::;.canci.es !lotified is given belmv, a-sriculture 1o6 in 31.3.65, 17 in 
31. 3.1966, ::anufacturi11:s 72 in 65, 93 in 1966, buildin"'; constrtle.ction 
261 in 1965, 148 in 1966, elc;ctricj ty 79 in 65, 2o7 in 1966, tra.de 
a11d commerce 14 :i.n 1965 and 24 in 1966, transport and CO':r'Jmuni.cation 
24 in 1965 [,_nd 37 in 1966, se-nvir~;s 13 in 1965 <~nd 1137 in 1966 • 
•••• '34/-
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Tlle above data show th ·t lec:..vir'g ~~!'iculture and build:nrs constrt~cti8~ 
other occnpations shm~J an increase in the vaca'"'cies r;otified. 
There was a shortage of persons ln the 
followin~ industries :- steno~rapher.s (::indi a.nd 3n:slish), book binding, 
supe rwise 1", vm:-kshop, u.dmini st ra tive, trai nsd e.omp3:ounde rs. 
11"1 this years the re~istered applicants, without training and 
Pxperience,we ..... e matriculatrs .2nd inter, v1e:re in abundance. There !laS 
also the abundance of ured'l'cated peTsons. 
The followin~ description deals ui th tht' e:nployment si t 1 'ation 
of ALDADH market during the year 1967 which starts from 1.4. 67 and 
ends on 31.3.67. This shovJS the size and d; stribution of manpo"~:ler 
in ALDAEE emnloY"Dent market, the info.cmat~ion was received by the 
!'"" tu ~·ns csi ve n by dj ffe .,, '"t e stabl i shments. 
~'PLOYl·C~rT T"'i.'~ "DS :- After the stl~dy of thr s~ tn~'.t:o!l 8::_· g·--.:pl:Jyr:lent 
it comes to bn kno1,m that ti1ere vas an increase in the total employE'd 
p"3,..,S0ns i'1 1967 as at;ainst 1966. The incre;;;se in 1967 was of 1853 
nersons i."" ths rmblic sector inspite of this privqte sector s~owed the 
incrE'ase of: 1627 oersons. Jo, the t0te:.l incre:.se was of 318o prrsons 
(7.6o .!. ). In 1966 this fi1ures was 4o584 Hl:iich increased to 43764. 
increase:" 'r)y 318o nersons. Tn .. a,..ch 1966 this fig1lres \vas 4o584 \Jhich 
i.YJ.CrPgsed to 43764. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - -
r'u.;;Jrte rs Public IncrEase or Private Inc ··e&se Total Incre&se 
Dnc ·ease(-+) Dec!'e ase or dec::-e-(-+) ass;~-+ 2_ 
-I:arch 1966 23927 16657 4o58Ll 
.Tu11e 1966 23773 154 17141 +185 4o914 +33o 
Sep 1966 24279 + 546 17668 +348 41947 +1o33 
Dec 1966 2477o + 491 18352 +684 43122 + 1175 
~:a r'Cb 1967 2548o + 656 18284 - 68 43764 + 642 
~-=-=-=-=-=-~-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-~-=-=-=-~-=-~-= 
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In the tuble thsre is an increase of 642 (i" quc..rter \·Jhich 
is en din~ on l<arch 1967) in comparison to the last quarter. The reason 
is the r-:: stablj shement of a plant in KASI11PUR, due to the opening of 
n:s':l schemc:s i r:. Pducational i. nsti tutions and in Huslir:: University 
ALI1A'U-I. So, there -vr~s an increase of 318o (7.6 ./;)in 1967 in 
comarison to 1966. 
There was a continuous increase in the privnte sector. Tl--o1;gh 
dae to the lack of raw mate rials it deere a sed to some extend, but 
i "lSpi te of this there was an increase of 856 (s. 6 .;. ) in manufacturing 
indlJs-'::ry in cfumpY'ison to 1966. In 31.3.66 this fi~1..::r·e v-r,s 9876 which 
increased to 1o733. 
I·1 the ye:::..r under considE-ration 3o ~levi establishemtnts \Jere 
openPd,on the oth<-<> hand i;1 the public sector due to the policy of 
}overnmmnt, some establishments \IT-::"''6 closed,which n:d'1ced the number of 
factories. 
P~I'TAT3 JSCTQB :- 1627 (9.7 .;. ) persons were increased in the private 
sector in 1967. In 31 •. 7'.66 this fi~ure -vms 16657 which increased to 
18284 i'l 31. 3.67. Afte:- qua:.~terly anc..lysis it comes to be known that 
i..n 30.6.66 the··e was an increase of 484 persons in the employment, 
in :"So.9.66 this increase was of 527 9ersons, in 31.12.66 this fi<Sure 
was increased to 684. The reasot'ls for this increase a;:·e, increase 
1 Yl construct ioYl vrork in KASI?I.PUR po,v::m :IOTTS:, more employma"'\t in 
manufacturin~ industry on accJunt of improve~ nt in trade and more 
e'11ploy'l'Je ~"t .; n ALIJ. A:-~r :rusli m r.-,i ver si ty due to the e stabli shmE:r.t of 
nrw sc"' e!TI:: s, as ni ~h t classes. On th-: other hand due to the lack of 
rmv materi:J.l 345 oerson W3"'€ thro\vn out of employment in 31.3.67, 
bu~ this decre:_::e 1.·ms equalisGd by the increase in construction 
department, and YlU'!lbe' of pers0ns u11employed ( 3ti5) l·ras .,...educed to only 
68 per sons. 
... ••••• 66/- -
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In manufacturing industry the employment vlas contin''O" sly 
increasin~ but in Harch due to the shortage of raw material, thts 
p 
stope d all of sudden and the employment de ere a sed. In the quarter 
t 
"I.<Thich ended in June the"'e was anl increased of 6oo persons, in 
September this figure was 85 and the increase in iJecember \vas 5o8 
. 
persons. This vJ(l)3 due to the Gstablishement of YJ.EJ\·1 factories and 
e xpens ion of old i ndust -:_~i e s. 
P''BLIG SEGT'JR :- In the ye :,r vJhi ch ended on 31. 3. 66 the r:umbe r of 
perso 11S et:Joloyed in public sector was 23927 which increased to 2548o 
in 31.3.67. So there was an incre~se in the employment sitnation by 
1533 (6.4 ./.) in ':'espect of the last year. On quarte1~ly analysis 
t~is beco~e~ clGur th~t i~creass in public sector is like this :-
in 31.~.66 the fi;ure was 23927, in :3o6.66 the fi~ure \v:).s 23773, i11 
3o.9.66 the number incre:1sed to 24279, in 31.12.66 it further increased 
to 2477o and in 31.3.67 this fi~ure reached to 25486. The formost :Ae::a£:a 
reason vms construction of plant, r·oads and bu·; lding. 
In 21arch l967 the number of employees increasJd by 71o oersoY•S 
in comparison to December 1966. -::n 31.12.66 this fi~ure ·vJas 2477o bllt 
in 31.3.67 this firwre inc.,...eased to 2548o, this increase \•ras mostly 
due to trf2 constr1;ction of ro,,ds and buildings. 
In the y.::ar vlhich ended on 3'!.3.67 the no 
of women in employment 1-.ras 2767 (6.3 ./.)out of that 766 (37.6) 
vTe .,.,e i!l private sector and 2oo 1 ( 7 2. 3 .; • ) 'i.!Je re in public sector. 
Ont of the total ll.Umber of persons employed 43764 ococmt:mt:xx~:f the 
pe rcentao;e of ~:ramen l•is.S 6. 3 .;. • Females 1.-rere mostly employed in 
educational institutions and Health department. 
• •••• 67/-
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F-.~om 1966 to 1967 the number of "egi stereo 
pC' rs'lns vra s 12853. Up to 1967 the number of persons on the live 
--F;i ste r w:1s 67 51, thP de scri nti on is as follovrs p Y'O fe s sional, tech 1i cal 
and ,...el::tted nersons 166, adrr.~nistrative, executive and mana::;enia.l 
vTOrke:rs 7, clerical a1•d ~·elated workers 121, a~ricultural, fiSh".':'ies 
and ~FlatFd to foi'est 8, T-;."ansnort and communjcation 71, 'WoiDkers 
''Fl a ted to facto ··ie s 45 3, se r·vice s and 'e ls.ted 414 and 5511 related. 
)~f~HD OF' .{01-'G~r-1.3 :- l!pto the s11d of llarch 1967 vacancies '10tified 
-vrere 181'3 to the emnloyment exchan·;e, in 1966 this fig'ure \vas 196o, so 
t'h'":re i·rs a11 increu.se of 153 (9.2 .1.) in 1967. The occupational 
distrib""tion of vacancies notifi.ed is ":iven below, as it '.·ms upto 
:)1.3.67. PT'OfGs"'i.'Jnal, technical and :~elated 121, Administrative, 
c-v;:-c,Jti ·rd and relatsd 44, clerical a-•d rE.lat.ed 187, Trans1)ort and 
cornmnni.cati_o'1 38, vTOrkers ...--.elated to factories 3o3, agriculture, 
fi s'b-.--.j_Fs and -related to fo,...est 23, skilled wo;:>kers 166, other unskilled 
-vro~'ker s 931. 
Unto 31 • 3. 67 persons i,vhi ch weTe o;i ven emp loy'Tient 
th...--.o·,-:;r. Pml)loymr-:>nt excha11~e were 1264, in th3 year 1966 this fu~ure vms 
1282, so in 1g67 there -vr~s an increase 'Jf 18 (1.4 .;.)persons in 
comn~r-ison to 1966. FolloHing is the occupational classification of 
cr:mloy<-:d pe:"son i11 31. 3.1967• - Prof'"'ssional, tecr:nical and related 
65, acrnini. stro.tive, C'xecuttive and related 36, clerical end "elated 
12o, t~'artsl)ort ::11d. com'11unication 24, workers :-elated to factories 65, 
a;1"~C'1ltw'"'e, fish 1 ies :.md ·eL.).ted to fo"·st 1B, skilled -vrorkers 94, 
oth=>r ,,nski lled 845, total 1264. 
In the follol.'lin~ professions 
)tenoc;"'a'>he~s (Finl"li anc ~nr;li sh), Doc-':;ors, train"d teachers, 
enc;;tneors, t""ai'Y"J.Pd .,...,,l"'Ses chsmists, ov.:r se:::ts (civil) • 
• • • • 68/-
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This year untrained a'Qplicants Cmatric c..nd Inter) v!e!'c in 
abu11.c'lance, other than this, t:here 1-ras also surplus of persons vlho 
1,.rere lc-ss edU'G.ted, and who wrY"€ ivithout G.ny traininr, and without any 
exnP ri ence. 
'1'hP follO'I·Tinf; :nformation drals l.vith the quo.;-ter ivbich ended 
in .TunP 1q67. It shows t~e sttuati&n of ALI1Al:H emDloymant market 
j n the nu~Jrte·'· The informat3 011. shovlS the~·e vr~s -improvement in 
P1 J11loyment situation in the qua,...ter in C')mDa~·ison to the last qu3.rter • 
Tn t'lrlF the 12-st quo.rter the number of employed persons vl;_s 43'b8o, 
vrhich increc.sr-d to 43995 on 3o.6.1967. The emnloyment dcc-'e[~SeC:: by 
48o (2.9 ./.) Clue t;o the lc:ck of r:,\.v m<:..t~Pic....l and completion of 
cons+;:!'uction l.vor·k, but to the inc·"e c:e of worker-s by 641 (2.5) in the 
unblic secto·· in K.:..s:r::P1P PO;/~R HOT\3:S th2t decrease v1o.s nutralised. 
Ii1 t}1P nublic secto" mostly due to the lack of rc:_w m.:::..terial 
a11.d co"1pletion of ro&d construc-':ion work, the total employment 
oecre,_,_sPd by 48o (2.9 .;. ). Th'3 errplwyment ficsu'·e ':iri.ch v:,,s 16486 ~n 
1'Iarch 1967, decreased to 16oo6 in 3o.6.1967. Accordjn~ to occup .... tj_onal 
a'"~E .. lysis t'lrlis com·'s to '1e k'1ovr the decrease \vi:lS in manufact11ring 
28~ (3.o ./.), in -oad construction 138 (4./. ), trade ~nd Commerce 4 
(1.2 .1.) end in se.,...,rices it was 5o Co.8 ./.) , There •.ras noe chc.n~e 
~ n ""lect""ici ty ar>d transnort. 
In 'JUblic secto'!" the number of E':-:J'Y)loyee s i '1.Cre3.ss by 641 
( I ~ . . h 1'1 th. d 2.5 •• ~, 1n :rc 196, . lS fio;ure \vas 2548o, an it increased to 
26121 i..n -Tune 1967. Trs "Ci....son vlpS incra sed employms~t in ;(.,J'· .. POC 
.,0 P": 1 "" 3~, on account of this, there '"app•::ncd an increase in 
el"'ct ..... ~ c deDc:r't!:!:nt 'Jy 697 (31.5 .;. ) in rrbnuf:J.ctu:--in-s this fisure 
i'J.C-r~"·;sed to 61 (4.4 .;. ), Ln tro.de 19 (5.o ./. ). 
• ••• 61/--
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Tn snite of this there I·T~s a decrease in a~!'iculh.ne by 21 (4.5 .;. ), 
.,..,0nc'! const-r,1ction 15 Co.4 .!. ) '~ ·o.nsnort J.Yld commPYlication 3 Co.2 ./.) 
:?.Yld i'l se"'vices 97 (o.6 .;. ). 
"':'-~PLOYir~~.'II'J1 F'O" :/Q!fi;F :- In this quarter the numbe:' of 1vomen in 
E''l'lnloymPn+- dec:;oeztsed by 62, in thE: last quarter this fi~u:::-e vJas 2767 
-vrhi ch decreased to 27o5 in this qua:.~ter. The: '1lost j mpO''tc:nt -r·eason 
l·r"s "':;r,s tcrmi nation of ter;porary vromen 1tTOY'kE"'S in health department. 
The w;r:'len vle"e 6.1 .1. out of the total emnloy'JEnt. 
"av by day a11.r'l ssv~.,.·al 'leH fac+:orics &re about ··o establish, the only 
n .... oblc:-r:J ; s I·Ji tr, the fo···Fi c;·1 exchanc;e, end some of them are 'Ot worki nc; 
,..:1,e to non a'rai lab:i li ty of r<nv matccial. After these drefficulti.es are 
f'~ vy~ s"ed thp er;·•loyme'lt 1di.ll increase to a -:;rrat extent. 
tri..s q1W."'ter. In thE' l:ost qua"'ter this flJ~,,re was 2632 ( 196 women). 
Tnt,.,,., yto2r 1Cl67 on 3~.6.1967 the nu::JbEr of applicants on the live 
-,e<;i.ster 1.ras ,.863 ('3o8 i:J0'11t-n). In 31.3.67 this fi.~U"'E \fas 5o68 (233 
v.Jomen" s0 -!:~core H'"lS c.n increase of 825. 
In t'hc q_u~rte r vTf1ich e:ded on 31. 3. 67 the r·umbe r 
o.f' 1 T'"'C'<Y"Ci-;s ·.--oti_fied vJas 29::5 (54 women). In 3o-6-67 t~is number 
"ncrc~sed +-o 471 1 7o vmmen). Jo, there 1.vas an increu.se of 178 (6o.7./.) 
"'11. th<O q,1a~·t~" ~,..,d.efl on 3o.6.67. 45 vacancies .He"r:; for trade and 
'Tl3'"'~Ufact··r-i'l"':, 6 for admi'lj strc.tive -.:.YJ.d exec1Jtive bcanch, 43 for 
clr->ri cal iobs, 3 f'or a";!'i cultu~e, 7 for transryort, 45 fo-- iY"dustriss, 
7.,7 -ro,... ~orth ~r;1 de offici<lls, 1 foJ• ssrvicss, 484 fo"' unskillc:d \vorkers. 
~ 
the f~llowiYl~ ~~ofessions :- :l~ter works cn~ineer, 1 seurch officc~s, 
t,.ail"lPd teach~=>r, stel"lo<;raohers, typists C:indi and ~)"1-:;1~ sh ), fitter, 
• • • 7 o/- -
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T'1.S1Jitr of t'-li.s t'0ore ·.L-s a st-o.-.t--~E' ~)f cle1:'1{S, 11rs':ill~d a·~d 
un·: x<;~ r: r'1.CPd ·vlo~ke rs. 
I!JlruL.1.9.Q.2.....tQ.-.:2Q.:..2:..§1 
The followi n"; discussion deals vJi th the !?mployment iparket 
situation of ALD.AFH of tre quarter. :lhich end:.:d on 3o-9-1967. In 
thP last qu:::rters the numer of employed persons w· s 44o18, but on 
3o-9-67 this n·~1.1,..,2 reduced to 42333. In tlls P'~ivate sector this 
f'1eC'rease "\·rs.s due to qua·,..,.,el of "mazdoor 11 in electric cotton mill 
TTATT?A3. Due to this d:LstnL·baJ'lce 2175 pet·sons wt~re throv.rn out of 
emnloyment r.nd the tot.s.l enployment decre-s:d by 1635 (3.8 .;. ) 
p~rsons. 
"SI PL 0¥~ .,., r;: ;,rD : - P .,.,i v a t~s.,Q..:t.Q.r1.- In the p:::..,ivate sector due 
to th·: stri..~\:GS in oil and cotton ;nill there was alitoc a d-ocrectSG of 
2329 ps rsons, and i '1 mEnuf&cturi n;; works the total dec re &se ':l~ s of 
2228 (21.2 .;.)persons. As a r·:sult of this the total number of 
e'11ployGGs -:-r-duced 1-o 15987 11rhich itJas 17881 in 3o.6.67. :~ccoTd-Ln>; 
to oc:·un.s.tional analyses there was <.....n increc:;.se in the followinc; 
n-r>efPssions, tn ·~oad and 1-m~ ldi.n?; C0 1 Struction departm::nt it vr:::s 2o8 
(48.4.) in tr:J.de and cornm9~.,ce 3 (o.3 .;. ) ard the incr:·~.G in services 
w~s 128 r2.o .!. ). T~is was nutralised by the decrease in marufac-
b1 .,i'l~. Ir -::rthe,, dena-·t:nent th-o,.,e was no significat chm"ge. 
In this quarter t:he no of employed pe:-sons i'l 
nnblic sector increased to 26346 bS against 26137 in 3o.6.1967. The 
incrr: se in total emoloyment came to 2o9 (~8 ./.). The increase was 
r.10stly due to construction IVO:-'ks in :<:.ASI~:~UR by 2o7 (5.1 .;. ) in 
manufuctu;'ing 55 (:z,.s ./o) in services 14 Co.O .;. ) and in trade 
and cor1merce 13 ( 3. 1 • I. ) on tr-te othe;: han , 2- n t r~ ~ sy10 rt d~1.e to 
the s1~ift of one office jt rednced by 6o (3.1 ./.) • 
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In tha qu< .... rter 1;nder diSC'lSsion the 11.0 of 
'''hich inc re ,, se to 2793 in 3o. 9. 67. Out of total er:P)loymen~ 6, 5 .; • 
\ve re l·rome n. 
T 'l""';"TJ 0""' r:r;r~: :PLO YH"CI'-iT : -
-- -
In t"lis quat-ter 3866 persons were (2'75 v!omen) 
-r.,·re~~ --rc~istered. In .June 1967 this fi-:;uTe \-Jas ::'l753 (265 \<!omen). On '·he 
live rP'Si ste'"' the·e 1vere 586 3 ( 3o3 vromen) anpli· ants in 3o .6. 1967, wll ich 
increase to 6168 (3o5 women) i;'l 3o-9-1967. 3:), tf'ere vJas a1" j_rt.crease of 
~o'S aDryl'cants. 
:rS"\"~TD Jl'" :-.~·'PO~T ~F: :- In thelast quartEr 471 (7o for ldO!"Je'") 'tJere 
'10ti. f'l ~d b11t on 3o-9-67 this fi sure rsduc!E'd to 254. In september 196'i>, 
394 (58 fo- \vOrlE n) \>1'2 .,..e '~oti fied t'·r')~ 'l Erl~Jloyment P xchc.;.nc;e • 3o fro'll 
3o-9-66 to 3o-9-67 tbe re \vas a "Ed"C'tioYJ. of 4o ( 1~.1.1. ). Occu;<: .. tional 
analysis shmrPd followinrs --.csults for p-rof,:ssional ar'd technical servants 
1o, for adrnini strative and exC'ltive \Wrk8rs 42, clerical vJOrkers 44, 
a~"~"iC1llt1Jre ard !'Plated 9, 1 for mines, Tra11spo:'t 7, facto'·ies 58, 
for sPrvtc12s 56, unskilled \vorkers 27. 
S1J-qPLTT3 A,-D SHOP"'A1'~ OF 1·~.~npo·,J~~ :-
- -------
Th ~::.'e vras a sho rta~e of wo :>:>~~er s in 
thP follo-·.ri.nc:; n"'"ofessions, :1.:::s rch officers ('Tiedical), ste'1ograohJrs, 
tvn'3 (Hindi and ~n'Slis?), trainedtee.cher, Inspecto"' mschinist. 
On the other hand there vras a surnlus in the following:-
cler4 cal ~roup and unexperienced applicants. 
1'l:ls data b-JtvlPen Octuber 1967 and Decc::""'bcr 1967 are '1ot available. 
"l('C~',Sc the data "ill be uu"'llished in th2 e'ld of ,;;pril 1968, J'), t'·"'se 
.:! ~t...,s "'"'8 out 0.,. t' r sis. 
• ••••• ??../-
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In thP third five year nlan lisenc:2s '<~Jere is:ued to three 
'-"ravy industries. An industry of tyres and tubes of cyclrs ls about 
to start in the 'rel1sil HAT.:HMS vrith a capital i'~vestament of 2o lakhs 
of ~'upees. Tlyi.s vl]_ll b3 est 8 bltshed with the aid of 'J .:;].,A·rry. It is 
e sttmated that it ~trill abso-rb near about 1ooo v!O~'kers. 
Seco'l.dly there is a scheme to sta:rt in near future one Oxysen 
plant in the establisbement o:f PJAG Vanaspati Ghee ALI<1ii.FJ-I. It wj.ll 
also ~ive en:oloymm t to nsar about 0oo persons. The problem :in the 
':;sta"blj shment of this plant is of vanaspati oil. Ins-pite of thls, j_t is 
ulso uner constderation to increase tY:le out put of Ghee to 5o tones 
from 2o tones per dav. If this incrr:;ase is sanctioned by the Governm.:;nt 
the product·t vt ty of the Oxy:sen nlant will also increase i1'1 the same 
proportion. 
TOHAR HACHIY:.5 TULE industry vms ~o:i.n~ to start this year, bvt 
due to some distur~ances in foreign exchan%e, it is in pending. This 
establ:i shment ivill sta·'t workin's as soon 2.s the problem of forei'Sn 
excranc:;e is over. It is estimated th 0 t this 1.vill start with a capital 
of 25 lakhs and about 1oo oersons vri.ll ~et e.mployment in this ind"stry. 
It '•Till ''eally be a lJi s factory for the manufacture of machine tools. 
F11rbher in !l1akin~ the~oodsof building fitting, electric fitting 
ALI1AT{: di..stri.ct is 1.m-o"OV1.ng very fast. On the othe' h .. u:d the lock 
f::1ctory, 1.tJ'hich is tbF main ind'1stry of .ALI}ARH, is also imp:'OVing at 
at a very faste~ rate. The r;rfo.te st defficu.lty in the establj shment 
of 'r-Je·vy iYJd'1St:r'ies in ALIJ-.AHr:: is, ths scc::rcity of eloctric and 
ravr "!lW.terial, co"'espond:.nce vlith the central "rovernment a:;:e going on 
t 0 S 0 1 V c "Sh i S D T'O b 16 m. 
• •••• ? 3/- -
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:vith the j:np ·ovements in all' .... r-ady established ind·Jstr-y, the problJm of 
'lY1emDloyment in ALBA m Distrtct \v"ill be miY1imised 2.nd the standard 
of liViYJ.g of the people of ALI1A iii will improve and there vrill be 
D~'OSDE'll'ity. 
• •••• 74/--
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Tn:: vocattonal ~uidance and ernnloyment c8unsellins 
pro~L'a'·-.mqs are designed to <sive intensivs vocational 'su.idance to those 
1.·r"lto seek such p.s si stance. r::'he t elT!·m vocational guidance more 
an"iroopriately can'lotes assj st<-.nce to youth, vlhe"-·r-as E!"!l)Jl!j1yment 
counsr-llin~ refers to the assistance ~iven to adults. Vocational 
'S1Jdance ;_ s to bP conducted in close colle:.bo::'ation vli th r:;uidance 
servi.ce s in 'schools lP>de -,, ed ucot ional authori ti (~ s. 
A+- an cmnloyment exchan~e the pro~rarnrne is tmplim-:-.ented by the 
vocational ~uida"1ce section u11der the e.dministratiolJ. of the officer 
inchar~e of the excha"1ge. 
the cmnloyment service :.:.s a vhole may make it necess,_:'y for the office:r 
;_ nc11 c:r·.,~e of the exchanges to utilize staff {:}pe ci ally appointed fo :· 
thi s D'"'O~rarrnne o"'h other d nti e s, it should be realised that the ft;.nd s 
av ai la.ble fo-:o vacatio'" al r:;uidance and employment course lli ne; are 
allocatee solely for the purnose of developin~ thj s separate ard 
di..st·inct p~·o;t'amme. 3necjalised staff : .. !"Jpointed for this pro-;ramme 
s"ho11ld t:,Prefore, "J;p 1{ept fully e11c;a~ed ill their profrarrnes. 
Collaboration -vrith t"lte o;r:.idance service of ed'lC:....tional -utho~·it-
~ e s is ; c"'1 evPd t'~ ..... o'"'..~h thE.' district co-ordination committee :C'or 
t; onc.l ~uid a nee ,_md employmer: t counce 11:. ng -vrhj ch consist of 
.,.,,..,"!)""''"'S6"'tat1ves of et")nloyment and educ,:tional departments u.nd n.:mbc·s 
of otl!Pr de">")·:rtments ::s "'o~in::;.ted by the state '}overr!"lent. 
Tre function of a vocational ';'"idance section in an e~nloyment 
e xch::Y"I;e o. re to :-
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(a) Pr·ovjde vocr~tion3.l ';Uidance ard em_ployment COUYJ.SGllin€ 
to youtr-. ('-Jo7s and -;i ~ls) and o.dults (m'3n womsn ) in ~roup 
as r»·ell as individnc..lly. 
(b) assist in the YJlacement of youth in insti tntioJ.al OT' 
; '\ \ c I 
i11plant trainin~ ccf'ltres, aop"cnt:cesbip O" in entry jobs. 
r As re~ard :=tdul ts, it vrill heln tl:lem in sec 1Jring retaining 
faci lj tire: s or· i.n 'JlacPment. 
Follo•d no and ~evievr the pro<;ress of ~nided youth and 
ad"lts. 
(d) -~evievJthe records of applicants on the live re'"':ister ::;nd 
to si. ve them such ;~·id an ce as vvould lead to early ,J.nd 
sui tr',ble nlaceme nt. 
(e) Assi_st other ssct:Lons of E"~loyment excrc."''56 in ~.::1oeoving 
the quality of -:-'co;i st ration and su·'Jmi ssi on. 
(f) Assist iYJ. the collection 3.nd com,letion of u~to dGtG ~nd 
accurate information on occupt.tions, trainins facil~_ties, 
ed11 cJ.tioDal cou~ sP s, enploymrmt t"'eY)ds, and -.m;oloymer• t 
outlook for youth and ad·11ts, scholarship af'ld so,_·rces of 
fiY1J.ncial assistance. 
(~) Jj sseY;:tinate lor• ally UDtoday and accurate information on 
occupations, t,.,ai'!j no; faciliti<=.:s, educational C011!'Ses, 
io 
eJ,loy'l'Jnt t re>-·d s a'Y'\d emrJloyment ou tloS:k youth, te ac:r cr~ 
n ',re ..,t s 2.nd "Jt'~--e r ~ roJApS ~. 
(h) : ·ai.>ttain a reo;·1l<J."'' and "d~ll e q•1i pped occupatiortal 
iY' fo···mat ion roon foV> th':: 'J.Se of anpli ~ants and the 
vi..si to~s seeki':'lg information. 
:---.s vrell as v·ospectuses of educ;_t:lonal iY'lstit1ltion, 
and t2chnic~l coll~~es Pte. 
. ••••• 76/- -
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bodies on i'wca tional ";Uid a nee o""' such other prog ra ··me s 
for the ben!fit of youths, like careur conferences, visits 
to business and industrial establishmGnt. 
( k) ~duc:~te the public by und s rt aki nq; pu bli c·i ty measures in 
~occational ~uidance p·.:-inciplss 'Iilith a v:ievr to enconrage 
cor~unity consciousness. 
'rhe r:;uidan' e procedure c;t an c::mnloyment exch ..... r·.q;e vri th a 
vocational q;uida~c~section essentially consist of:-
( a) '1 :--oup g~nce cor.m':'i si·~c;; of individual talkSr;J :~''01'p 
c'liscussions a-r.d invitationaltalk cum q;rouu discussions 
:J.ccordin::s to the needs of the ~roup. 
(b) Individual ~uidance. 
(c) ·livin(t information individnallr. 
. ':> 
'} ~OTTP :-··~-r:DA.FCE 
-- ··- ·---
I'"TT'ril.T...l.Q:.t\~1L :- All al)plicants 1.rhether they belonr~ to clcrj cal 
o:"' un.skilled o:- i..Jomen section s:bould be ~iven a brj_.·3f tallt (~nvi t~t:i.onal. 
talk) anlJ.ounci..,rs rhe existance of the ~uidance facili t-Les th:•_t are 
available ::t an exchan~e. The talk should bs q;iven daily at the 
exchanges before the req;ist-ration be~ins by the e:nployment officer 
vocnt-Lonal '":' 1 ir'1ance or <:.ny other ;o1ember of the staff Jrope··ly tr<:J.in'=d 
for the D'lP)ose. It shol.'ld he: also be q;iven to those p,:;rsons \·lho visit 
I'l. ALI1.\ •1: emploY'·wnt sxch.:.tncse ifhi s p':'og r:~mme is contlilnued in 
the "l'JO-~'ll nS from 9 • 30 ~ ' rl • ..~.. to 1o .\.N but thijp!'O~ramme op~rates formally, 
';ut f.,..,o>;J the last t1vo a'l.d a half year this p:l;'o~ru.mme iS H'Jrkin.r~ :..:.t J. 
:::-"'1re of all th--:se facil-it' ·:s of vocational 's"idance tl1P e 1ployees 
of s:n>loymcnt cxchan~e seldom Hock :J.ccordj nq; to the prosc..,.,-; bed 
•••• 77 ;-
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:yclostylod coDiE:s o"'' t 1L ~ist of the invit~tional tc~lk 
shm1ld "l;e di stributcd t:) such candidates lvho ca'lnot atte11d to 
1 '1Vi tati onal talk becc1.11se of a..,.,riving d2.te or som; other ""'ea.sons. 
'his oY'o<;TC!m·ne never '~et the change of oper.J.tional in .::.LI:.l-it-ili 
"'.,l')loyment e xch :1'1 r_;e. The nro-; ra me is not O'Jer ati n:; bee av se of the 
s'l}o:r+-::.t~e of f"l"'a'1C1.al •·esourccs. 
1""0.::E .Ql3c:: .. :.::?.)T,1TT :- Mhr diSC1JSSlon (wrich !nay b: hGld as rnany ti::;es 
iYJ. a day ·_s ~-he s.;t,,Dti'ln c:t a p.~~~~tic,·la·· IO':x:Ch:lns"drmm"d its use) 
1 s conduct d i:Jy e:n1)loyment c:xc1,ar'<;e officers j_·-volvin~ dct:.iled 
infor~at~on o~ job oppo~tunities, trainjn; fac~l~tirs, educdt!onal 
C<Ju....,ses, e ...,,,loyment trend etc, Open to annlic2.nts. .\:l.nDH!cement 
of the c;,o,,p c1 Lscussion::.; sho,·ld be r.1o.de in tr1e i··,li.tcJ.t.Lon.c. .. l talk o·::' 
1-Jv ·w,y 'rmh:r otlH:r n3.te ·L.l 0]_S1Jlt:: .. yr-d 1ritl;in p··er,1i.s(-~s of the exchan~e 
annolJncin~ t1"';:: F11.'i.stanne of the ~l'idance faci lltics. 
'I''-o·-~1" tris ;wo;::-3.:-:J"l" ; s o•Je ~'ati·1.; frot1 1'163, bnt iD :- :al 
t2rms i.t stc::.·t;:-<'5 o '~(ns from 1965, ';:fo~:e G5 :wstly it \v so; 
\ut c: .. ny 'O\v ~;' - datas are in t'l·1r dre>llowt n; way. Tilt t}l c 
yec-u 1963 J.S 1:Jhole 2124 ~roups .·.E'Pe (~j'J€"Y\. voc<:,t-"onal ~·1idance. I;~ 
t'lr- "'Ext yec.. 1 ' t"':L- dPcret:.sf'd to 2o81 only one to '10J'P holidays. 
Tn 1965 t'hj s figure inc·"ease to 2198. In t'~e 'ext year tl1is rumber 
n-G.in i"'c 'eased by 1o cisc"ssi-::ms. '3ut in 1967 the number of 
rlec-re..,sed by 2?o, in 1967 this fi~lJr~=' \vas 1938. :'he fo"'emost re'lson 
H:.;.s st.,....-; ke 'by t11r e~'Jloyse s of em oloynwnt exchan~e, 
T1-.,... csrovo di sc·~ssioD 1·/.; ll be condlJcted in COYJ.i'l. ction 1-Ji th 
tv.e :re".;i. stration interv-i ~vl. '.!he 't'>f' t,"""~r:.:..,..,r are more than one officer 
i ncludiDc; er·oloyment officer vocati..onal \nidance aoplic ants sr'01lld 
1)e :'i""'Ti ded :into s!"'!all hor.w~eYJons ~ro·:'!Js iD acco"danco \vith t1;eir 
aduc:;tional l.e.vPlS a,...,Q .... ~~ch -;ranp s'"O"ld be a-:ter:ded by one <- .. >loy-;;-
ment officers. 
• •••• 78/--
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It will be the r·Psponsibili ty of the em]Jloyment officer vocational 
c;nidance ~quip other emr,loymer.t officer with necessa.ry occupational 
;,,.,formation S1Jffic;.i'tn.tly in ad'r<'mce. If, hm·!ever ~ronp di.sC1JSsion 
a.,..e hc-ld 3.ft~=>:r "~~i. stration, it should be sxplained to the emnloyment 
seekers th:;_t they can r;et the necessary chan~es made in the ocC''pati.ons 
-reco'T!mended colnmn of mndex card subsiquently after they hetve given 
+h"' consieration to the points .,.,aised in the ";roup discussion. 
officers, one 8''.1'lloyment officer vocatio'lal '!.Uida.nce and other 
(~~mln d~scussi~n) wrs never devjded with them only, vocational 
aYJYJlic:::mt cho:1-:;e his "'FCOr1mE'nded occuoation, after gettin~ vocational 
;ni d ·:tnce. 
For "':'1-: o br-rli fit of a')plicants rer~i ste""cd by post cyclostyl-~c: 
mstP.,...; al containin~ cur.,.'ent irtformation ·~egardin<; job and opportuntties 
;. s well as ;u:i d anCP fe.ci li tir-o s available at tb.s e xcho.n<Se shm,ld be 
~ncl,Cied ·Hi..t'l) X-26 issued to him. 
-·ot a s·i n.~le cyclostylcd copy of t 1--:e i Y1formation vTaS se:1t to 
a·~y 'i"'"'l.; cv.b.t from AL 11.\ '1~ employmrnt e xchan?;e from the last seve,., y ·s. 
P"'11JlOymr--nt office.,., if:ocatio11al S11idarce in VThiCh 1"'eSoonsibl::: pt?"'SOnS 
be r;-i1ren of' such and.,..,esses ::..nd efforts sh01'ld be ·:1ade to have the 
a+:t<='"'dance of the maxi ~'l",m 1" v:1be-,, of' (~'lidance se ::::.ers vJhether 
•••• 7 9 
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T 'I'A ll -"'·s,•ch hr :necords of •• L ·r '1li c;::1nloymcnt exchan~e are fu O.L I. • 
vi si1:s, b,t "':h-Ls SP-"ms not to be true, these visits a:·e on pq;ers only, 
not p:.·actically. 
Individual ~uidance cons::.sts o:.' on::: o.,.. :JO ·e 
7-.he i.n vlhich the eDployment offj "rr v·.1cu.tion<J.l -~l;Jdance di_sc:Jssc:s v 
trcri ni n·: and the occuo~_:_tion;.: onnorhF1~ t-Le s in ~colat~_on to the ap-plicants 
DPrsonc_-"l)t~r trc.iJ.s, physiCLll conditi:)ns, fc.';_mily circ'~"nstancfs etc, 
t 1 • t t . d ; 1' 'l'; '10' nP ·~r--'~ls·ra 10'1 e.nd '!CtC:P•cy Dos:i.tio'1 '.-.t the exchan~r-os 3.,.. c.r:--t t--·' 
::cd 'r(,,:i_L:.bl-: to him. . 't C''l <Y 'l '1 "'\ :J '' ;J' J ~ _ .. 
'' ' C'1', tl· 'l" -·) v• "0 c -t 1' '"'n' 1 1 s . 'TA..l . s··u.~ t-=•bl-:' --~, 0 '" 0 -:-· t <_<;-;__ '1'.· r. rr_, ~lr d 
'-' '_L .,,_. _,; v ;.tv -' 1:) \0.'1 1!"1.1 \.LI. \T] n~ - _:_ ;_.. -- - _) ~ ---
t're son --ccs ":o obtcd n; n~ them. 
'J' ·r:·+.inr~ from 1963, but 11 ~to 1'-l64 it H:~s <Jn rB.ps·;~ only, from 196 5 
it is 01;ero.~:i"lCS ~.11 -.. ,al sence. Thou";h t'}e do.ta is avaj labl ~ for t:r.e 
. . .~.. 1.," data l1.st fi_VP y-:.---.rs 1)nt only tbren yeay,s ~· ta is .,.,cllablc, <:myhol.·• v _l:j 
is i11 the fo llo1Jing \'-l:.J.y :-
------
Yr&:r"s Indi.vj dU(1 l vac ut i.Q'l o.l -:;11id.,ance 
: :P. n .Jo~en._ Total 
1963 13 2 15 
1964 42 ~ 46 
'1965 92 8 1oo 
1966 85 6 86 
1967 83 5 88 
Total 31o 25 335 
-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
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The above mention data is not reliable. In the year 1964 there 
was no individual guidance, neither to women nor to men. But 
on the register 42 men and 4 women were given vocational guidance. 
The data for women in the ye~r 1963 is also not reliable, because 
it is only on the register. But from 1965 it is reliable to 
some extent. 
REGISTRATION GUIDANCE:- Attempts should also be made to give 
guidance during the registration interview to educate applicants. 
Guidance at this stage generally takes the form of appraising the 
applicant of chances of obtaining employment sought for br him 
suggesting alternative employment, training courses etc. When 
preceded by group discussion in which the various jobs and 
training opportunities are presented to the applicants, this 
programme is known as Registration Guidance. 
For this purpose Aligarh Employment Exchange gives guidance 
daily. 
INDIVIDUAL GUIDANCE: - Enquiries about training facilities or 
. 
job opportunities etc. arising from invitational talks or group 
discussion, made after these programmes, should be answered 
either by employment organisation vocational guidance section 
who is fully acquainted with the information. Similar enquiries 
made by post should also be attended to by the staff of the 
vocational Guidance section. 
Aligarh employment exchange vocational Guidance section 
deals such type of cases when need arises, when any letter, about 
enquiry is received the vocational guidance officer replies it 
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having in mind all the topics enquired. 
If during the process of answering the queries, it is 
felt that the applicant needs detailed investigation and 
guidance, he should be requested to come for individual 
guidance. 
The data of Aligarh employment exchange vocational 
guidance is following. In the year 1963, 5 such candidates were 
found at the time of queries, which were in need of individual 
vocational guidance. In 1964 though not a single applicant 
was provided with this guidance, but on register 3 applicants 
were given this guidance, in the year 1965, 66 and 67 - 4, 9, 
and 8 persons were provided this guidance respectively. 
OCCUPATIONAL INFORNATION ROOH: - The employment officer 
vocational Guidance with other appropriate authorities should 
maintain an occupational information room as an adjunct to 
guidance work in the exchange. Literature on occupational, 
training and educational facilities should be displayed in 
this room. Maps and charts showing details about local training 
institutes and industries should also be displayed. Group 
discussions should normally be held in this room. Applicants 
should be encouraged to take full advantage of this facility. 
An occupational information room should be set up also at those 
employment exchanges where theBe is no vocational guidance 
section. If a separate room cannot be separated, a part or 
a corner of a room or vax·anda should be utilised for this 
purpose. 
According to the programme an occupational information 
room should be set up, but in Aligarh employment exchange there is 
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a pigeon house, that room is the dirtiest room of the whole 
building, there are four charts and about 40 booklets of 
three or four pages each, publish in 1954 or 55, those books 
are of 5 Paisa each. Will this room influence the applicants, 
it will rather produce a feeling of hatered towards employment 
exchange. According to an information, books worth of rupees 
50 or sometimes 100 are bought for this room, but God better 
knows where this literature goes. 
TOOLS FOR GUIDANCE: - There are certain tools which can be 
helpful and will guide employment officer vocational guidance. 
The most important is occupational information. It contains 
details of educational training cources, information about job 
opportunities, employment trend, particulars of Scholarships 
etc. 
The other most important tool is Guidance to careers, 
issued by the directorate general of employment and training, 
give information on the employment out look, duties involved 
and working conditions of many jobs. 
Occupational field reviews which are published in 
booklet forms deal with a cluster of occupations of allied 
nature in a particular field. 
Handbooks on training facilities in India give sufficient 
detailed information for counselling and guidance purposes on 
institutional and implant trainlng facilities available in the 
country. These tools are available easily in Aligarh employ-
ment exchange, because these, reviews, hand books and booklets 
are published and issued by the directorate general of employment 
and training. 
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SCHOOL REPORTS~- In case of youth coming from schools where 
educational and vocational g11idance programme are in operation, 
the employment officer vocational guidance may be able, or should, 
if possible obtain confidential educational and school reports 
from such schools in his area. 
There are no such reports with Aligarh employment 
' 
exchange vocational Guidance section. 
PLACEl1I:."NT AND aDMISSION ACTIVITIES~ - The vocational guidance 
section shoUld be closely associated with placement of youth 
and adults in training institutions and apprenticeships. He 
should forward applications for training cources and apprehtice-
ships of those candidates whom he had guided inuiuidually, with 
a recommendation, if he is confident that the applicant is 
suitable for the above. 
Under the apprenticeship act every I.T.I. pass candidate 
is required to undergo a training for 6 months in any industrial 
establishment. After the completion of this training the 
candidate becomes eligible to be sUbmitted as a candidate against 
a clear vacancy of craftsmen notified to the employment exchange 
by the industrial establishments from time to time. Following 
is the submission and placement made by Aligarh employment 
exchange from 1963 to 1967. 
Year 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
Submission 
\ 
115 
125 
150 
106 
105 
PlaQemept 
12 
13 
11 
14 
15 
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The employment exchange vocational guidance section 
conducts aptitude tests for Admissions in I.T.I. Aligarh vocational 
guidance section has conducted 895 tests in 1965, 1302 in 1966 
and 953 in 1967. 
REN&W OF OLD REGISTRATIONS: - This programme started from 1967 
in Aligarh vocational guidance section. Under this programme 
three types of old registered applicants are called at the 
exchange for vocational guidance: 
1. Educated applicants who have been on the live register 
for more than two years. These applicants are called 
upon the exchange and vocational guidance is rendered 
to them. 
2. Educated applicants who were submitted for three times 
and were not selected. 
3. Applicants in short "category", who have been on the 
live register for more than 6 months. 
Several candidates were called upon but only 57 in the 
year 1967 reached an employme~t exchange, and vocational 
guidance was rendered to them. 
FUNCTIONS OUTSIDE THE EXCHsNGE: - The employment officer 
vocational guidance should,contact schools and colleges with 
a view to ensuring that the areer pamphlets, posters and other 
guidance literature distributed in these institutions are 
properly displayed and utilised. The employment officer 
vocation guidance should visit school and colleges to give 
talks about educational and training facilities and job 
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opportunities in the area and emphasize the importance of 
vocational planning. Guidance facilities available at the 
exchange should be explained vocational guidance officer 
should also visit girls schools in their programme of career 
talks in schools. career talks in girls schools should be 
carefully prepared with the needs and opportunities of girl 
students in view. The vocational guidance officer should 
give all possible assistance to educational authorities and 
principals of schools and colleges in organising career 
conferences, career exhibitions parents meeting and other 
guidance programme. 
Aligarh Employment Exchange vocational guidance officer 
visited different times in different educational institutions 
for the purpose of giving vocational guidance talks in the 
last five years. It is as follows:-
Visits of Schools and Colleges 
Years Boys schools Girls schools 
1963 13 2 
1964 15 0 
1965 44 4 
1966 43 3 
1967 30 1 
In the above mentioned information, in 1964, actually 
there was not a single visit but in records there is the entry 
of 15 visits again in 1967 there were only 5 visits but in the 
register they have mentioned 31 visits. These types of 
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i. 
activites are really ant~ national activities, only filling 
the register will not serve the duty which is designed to 
them, they are befooling themselves and also the persons who 
rely on their informations. They guide the youths of the 
Nation, if they befool the young chaps what will be the 
condition of the nation. 
VI~IT~ AND CONTACTS WlTH lNDUSTRIAL ~ST&BLISHMENTS: -
The employment officer vocational guidance is also 
responsible for maintaining relation with different industrial 
establishments. He should also visit different j~dustrial 
establishments for the purpose of seeking informations about 
job opportunities and training facilities in their establish-
ments. To keep contact with employers is very useful for the 
employment exchange. 
In Aligarh employment exchange register, there are also 
different visits and contactss with different employers in five 
different years which is as follows:-
Visits to Contacts with 
Years 
estab11shmep.ts empJ,oyers. 
1963 12 10 
1964 14 12 
1965 15 13 
1966 20 11 
1967 17 16 
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The data given above about the visits and contacts 
with different industrial establishments are all false, they 
are only on registers. T.he reason of giving this false data 
hear in this thesis is that we should come·to know that how 
the employees of employment exchange are befooling the public 
and their own officers. It is really surprising that why the 
higher authorities are keeping quite on these cheating 
activities, it is also possible that they may be quite unknown 
about these activities. 
This programme was started from 1965 
in Aligarh employment exchange. !he essence of this programme 
is to give guidance to the guardians, servicemen and all those 
persons who do not find time in the office hours to enjoy the 
benifits which are rendered by the employment exchanges. 
It is fact that the programme was started for a very 
benificial purpose. But in Aligarh this programme was totally 
failure, n9t a single men came for vocational guidance. Though 
the vocational guidance officer took several publicity measure 
for this programme but all in vain. The reason for this failure 
was that public is not aware about the importance of employment 
exchanges. So, the need is to make the public realise about 
the importance of employment exchanges first, and not these 
types of programmes. 
PUBLICITY MEASURES; - The other important function which 
vocational guidance section performs is to take different 
publicity measures about the importance of guidance. First of 
these is to eistribute to the educational institutions, the 
facilities and opportunities available in employment exchange, 
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and the importance of vocational guidance, it should paste 
different types of pamphelates about vocational guidance and 
employment counselling programme. 
Aliearh employment exchange pastes different types of 
pamphelates within the forwalls of employment exchange, put 
some important notices to the notice board, hangs pemphelates, 
posters and charts in the employment market information room. 
But there is not more benffit in doing all these activities 
within the boundryof exchange, these measure should be given 
practical shape at mostly gathered areas of the district, 
so as, the public may think over it. Aligarh exchange seldom 
distributes reports and guidance booklets to instituions. 
After discussj.ng the works of Aligarh vocational guidance 
section this result can be carried out that this exchange is not 
operating the work as it should. There are several inclivencies 
in the work. No satisfactory wbrk has been done in the last 
fives years, so as to fulfill the purpose of establishing the 
section. Corrective measure should soon be taken into 
consideration. 
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE AT THE UNIV~RSI'ri EMPLOYMENT TI~FOfu~ATION 
GUIDANC.Ef BUREA'Q~: 
Vocational guidance is a major function of the 
"University Employment Information Guidance Bureause "· 
Although registration for employment is restricted to certain 
categories of applicants, vocational guidance service of the 
bureause is open to all students and alumini of the University 
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and its affilated colleges. The objective of the service is 
to render such assistance involved is choice of jobs and 
careers. 
The service is rendered on both individual and group-
basis. The guidance programme is conducted qCcording to the 
instructions by D.G.E. and T. 
ANNOJ1NCEl1ENT OF T"B.E PROGJiil.M11E: - An annowlCement is displayed 
on notice boards at different places in the University campus 
that the following facilities are available to all the students 
of the University. 
{a) Occupational information room. 
{b) Personal enqu.iries about occupational information. 
(c) Discussions of the problems of vocational choice or 
choice of optional subjects man individual basis. 
(d) Registration for jobs of specified categories of 
individuals. 
MAINTEN4~CE OF OCCUPh~IONaL_!NFOBMATION ROOM:- It should 
be well equipped with all the uptodate information useful 
for university students, and if possible classified according 
to broad fields of occupations or groups of qualifications. 
A visitors register may be maintained to keep a record of those 
. 
who use the room. 
. Ali~arh University employment information and guidance 
bureaux is working in a good pos·ition, 1 t renders vocational 
guidance to all that seeks that and also has a good and well 
organised information room. 
'The End' 
C H A P T E R IK 
SUBMISSION AND PLACEMENT WORK 
Under the provisions of employment exchange (compulsory 
notification of vacancies) Act, 1959, all establishments in the 
public sector come within the purview of the act whereas in the 
private sector, establishment when ordinarily 25 or more persons 
are employed come within the perview of the act. The act 
provides that all act establishment shall compulsorily notify 
all vacancies excepting those specified in the act, before 
filling them up, to the employment exchange. 
Under the compulsory notification of vacancies act 1959, 
different establishments notified vacancies to Aligarh employment 
exchange. The vacancies notified for both men and women from 
1963 to 1967 are in the following way. 
I I Vacancies notified to the exchange l 
I Year l 
l l Men I Women I Total I 
l l I l 
1963 1598 6~ 1660 
1964 1113 74 1187 
1965 1244 208 1452 
1966 1450 257 1707 
1967 1070 142 1212 
Total 6475 743 7218 
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Vacancies notified by act establishments against which 
employers have definttely indicated that no submission action 
is required by the exchange should be entered in X-64 in red 
ink. 
Vacancies against which submissions are reqtrl.red by 
employers but could not be made owing to non availability of 
candidates should be entered in X-64. In such vacancies an 
entry ttNS" {to show that no submission has been made) should be 
recorded in the remark column of X-64. 
In 1963, 68 such vacancies were recorded. In the. next 
year this figure increased to 70. In 1965 this figure decreased 
by 10. In the year 1966 this number was 72, in 1967 this 
decreased by 8. 
When vacancies are notified they should be immedj_ately 
recorded on order cards {X-2), a separate card being prepared 
for each trade. If some of the vacancies in the trade/occupation 
notified by a government employer are reserved for scheduled 
castes/tribes, two order cards should be opened, one in respect 
of the vacancies reserved for scheduled castes/tribes and the 
other for the rest of the vacancies. 
When an employer notifies vacancies but states that 
submission action need not be taken by the exchange till some 
further date, the vacancies should not be regarded as having 
been notified. 
All vacancies received in an employment exchange in 
respect of which submission have not been made should be 
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exhibited on a special 11vacancy Board 11 mentioning the occupation, 
number of vacancies, date of submission, place of work and wage 
offered, without however, disclosing the.identity of the 
employer. 
14 such vacancies were exhibited in Aligarh employment 
exchange in 1963. In 1964 only 7 vacancies were exhibited but 
there was no response to these vacancies. In 1965 only 2 
responses were received against the exhibition of 9 vacancies. 
In 1966 there was no exhibition, and in 1967, 11 such vacancies 
were exhibited but there was no response. 
Details of such vacancies for which suitable applicants 
are not available on the live register may also be published on 
cover notice board in the public place such as, Cinema houses, 
Railway stations, bus stands etc., with a view to attracting 
suitable applicants to the exchange. 
In Aligarh employment exchange no such measure was adopted 
in the last five years. 
When a vacancy is filled or cancelled, item 4 on the 
order card should be completed. In case of cancellation, 
efforts should be made to ascertain the reasons. 
The order card in respect of vacancies which have been 
filled or in respect of which no further act~on has to be taken 
should be transferred from the live order register and filled 
in the dead order register. 
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S U B M I S S l 0 N i. 
~E~ECTION OF APPLICANTS~- When any vacancy is notified to the 
employ; exchange, selection of applicants for submission should 
be made very carefully. Selection should be made by an officer 
after he has personally examined the appropriate sections of 
the live register. This task should not be entrusted to non 
gazetted members of the staff except in the case of an exchange 
of sub office where a gazetted officer has not been posted or 
when the only gazetted officer in past is absent on leave, on a 
way on duty for a period of more than 48 hours. In order that 
this resPonsibility can be discharged effectively, the location 
of the live register should be within sight to enable the 
selection officer to supervise, examine and use it personally. 
Clerks should not be required to take out index cards ever 
for preliminary selection purpose. 
Prompt action against vacancies notified by employer is 
of vital importance in employment exchange work. Suitable 
workers must be made available to the employing authority wall 
with in the time limit prescribed by him. If for some reason 
or the other, the exchange is unable to sponsor candidates 
within the prescribed ti~e limit, it is essential either to 
contact the employer and explain the circumstances for which 
an extention of time ls required or to issue a non-availability 
certificate promptly. 
Within the limita~ion prescribed by the employer, the 
basis of selection for submission should be determined in 
consulation with the employer in case where there is any doubt 
regarding their wishes. ~pplicants should be selected 
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irrespective of whether they are employed or unemployed but among 
equally suitable applicants, preference should be given to the 
unemployed. 
If on the live register there are more applicants than 
are required by the employer all of whom are equally suitable 
for the vacancy, further selection should be based on the 
seniority of registration of the applicants. 
If applicants who fully satisfy the requirements of the 
employer are not available and permission for vacancy clearing 
has not been given, or clearing has not proved or is not likely 
to prove successful, peesons with lessor qualification may be 
submitted, if possible in prior consulation with the employer. 
In any case the employer must be informed that less qualified 
persons have been sent because fully qualified applicants were 
not available. 
The process of selection of applicants for submission 
should normally involve the following steps:-
(a) ~e first would be to determine what to look for in an 
applicant i.e., to decide on essential requirements 
which the applicant must meet. 
(b) Thereafter, it would have to be decided whether the 
applicant possesses the work preference requirements 
prescribed by the employer, that is to say whether the 
applicant possesses what it takes on the part of the 
worker to perform the job satisfactorily without regard 
to anyother specifications the employer may have 
established as pre-requisite to engagement. 
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(c) It would than be necessary to determine whether the 
applicant fulfills the employers hiring reqqirements 
in order to be acceptable to the employer. 
(d) Relative importance of various requirements prescribed 
by the employer and consideration of limitations, if any 
imposed on selection and submission as a matter of 
employer's service policy are factors that have also to 
be taken into consideration in the selection process. 
(e) Before an applicant is selected for submission, it has 
also to be determined whether the job is such which would 
utilize the maximum, knowledge and ability of the applicant 
and whether inducement to employer such as wages, hours 
of work, working conditions, duration of employment etc., 
will be accepted to the applicant. 
(f) The last stage in the selected process would be the 
comparison of relativa qualifications of applicants for 
selection. Applicants who fail to meet the essential 
qualifications and requirements of the order point by 
point should be eliminated. Selection from amongst 
those whose relative suitability is found equal would be 
made on the basis of seniority in registration. 
If the employer desires immediate submission, every 
effort should be made to persuade him to give further time 
for the essempbly of the best available candidates. If however, 
for any valid reason there is no time to call persons from the 
live register and submit them to the employer or if the number 
of called applicants available at the date of submission is 
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insufficient, suitable applicants present in the exchange 
premises may be submitted. Such spot submission should, however, 
be made only under the written orders of senior most officer in 
post on that date, and full reasons for doing so should be 
recorded in form X-2. 
If for submission against a particular demand an adequate 
number of suitable applicants is not available on the live 
register, the vacancies may be published to attract suitable 
workers. The help of schools and training institutions, workers 
organisations, professional organisations may be sought. 
Unless employer has already specified the number to be 
submitted and subject to the availability of suitable candidates, 
submission should not be less than the numbers indicated below 
Employment Officer may at their direction and depending on local 
circumstances submit more applicants. 
Number Qf vacancies 
One or two 
three or four 
five and above 
Number Qf s~bmissions 
7 times the number of vacancies 
5 times the number of vacancies 
4 times the number of vacancies 
In the case of vacancies for unskilled the number of 
submissions should: -
1 to 4 vacancies 4 times the number of vacancies 
5 and above 3 times the n~ilier of vacancies. 
Postal submission should be xade only when it is absolutely 
essential to do so, If it is decided to sUbmit applicants without 
calling them to exchange, X-42 should, if time permits, first be 
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issued. if a favourable reply to X-42 is received X-3 should be 
issued to the applicant, under the cover of a letter (X-46) 
advising him to the term and condition of service attached the 
vacancy. If an applicant does not agree to be submitted against 
vacancy which, in the opinion of the employment offlcer is 
suitable for him and the terms and conditions of which had been 
initiated by the applicant as being acceptable to him at the time 
of his registration, the reasons should be obtained from him in 
writing and filled inside the index card, an appropriate entry 
being made in the F.o.u. Column, where the employment officer is 
satisfied that the reasons are not satisfactory, he may cancel 
the registration of the applicant. 
Having in view the above mentioned points Aligarh 
employment exchange submitted following number of applicants 
against vacancies ·notified by different establishments at 
different times, within the last five years. 
Year Submissions made from 1963 to 1967 
Male Female Total 
1963 10399 195 10594 
1964 12548 149 12697 
1965 9360 869 10229 
1966 9724 901 10625 
1967 7137 969 8106 
Total 49168 3083 52251 
The following table is related to the submission that 
Aligarh employment exchange made in respect to Scheduled Castes/ 
tribes applicants against the vacancies notified by different 
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establishments within the last five years • 
Years . Submission 
1963 1784 
1964 3538 
1965 2892 
1966 2683 
1967 1984 
Total 12881 
Follewing table deals with the submission that took 
place in employment exchange in the last five years against 
the vacancies notified from different industrial establishments, 
for ex-service personnels. 
Years Submission 
1963 30 
1964 60 
1965 112 
1966 202 
1967 312 
Total 716 
The work of placement is related to the work of 
submission. The exchange should endeavour to obtain result of 
every submission. If neither the employer nor the applicant 
communicated the result within a reasonable time the exchange 
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should, if possible, contact the employer personally or send 
him a reminder on X - 5-10-59. If a reply is not received 
a further reminder should be sent. If reply is still not 
recevied, the employer should be contacted by the employment 
officer. 
If submission has led to the absorption of an applicant 
into remunerative employment, it should be regarded as placing. 
Cvpies of letters of appointment issued by the Government 
department, any other communication or record of information 
should be filed inside the order card. 
If the employer rejects all the applicants who are 
submitted o~oes not except a sufficient number of applicants 
to fill the vacancy notified, the reasons there of should be 
ascertained from him and remedial action taken without loss 
of time to remove the causes of such rejec·tion. 
Placement: 
The results of submissions which were received in the 
employment exchange either by employers or by the applicants 
which are posted, in the last five years are as follows:-
The scheduled caste applicants which were placed in 
the last five years through employment exchange are: 
In the year 1963, the number of scheduled caste and 
tribe applicants which were placed was 393 against 1784 
submitted. 538 applicants were placed against 3538, which were 
placed in 1964. The figure of placement decreased to 510 in 
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. 1965 on the other hand in this year the number of scheduled 
caste applicants which were sUbmitted was also reduced. 
Again in 1966 the number of sUbmitted applicants reduced but 
very little, on the other hand the number of placements made 
decreased to a great extent, it was only 218 in this year. 
In 1967 the number of submissions h was 1984 and the applicants 
which were placed were 291. 
]Qe following data deals with the placement of 
Ex - service personnels through employment exchange: 
l 
Years l Placement 
1963 ll.i 
1964 23 
1965 53 
1966 34 
1967 45 
Total 169 
The placement which took place in the educated groups, 
through employment exchange is in the following way • 
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Placement of applicants 
Educated groups Years 
Men Women Total 
Matriculates 1965 123 1 124 
Inter 1965 111 0 111 
Graduate 1965 16 0 16 
Post Graduate 1965 6 0 6 
Matriculate 1966 68 6 74 
Inter 1966 22 0 22 
Graduate 1966 14 0 14 
Post Graduate 1966 6 0 6 
Matriculate 1967 51 3 54" 
Inter 1967 17 0 17 
Graduate 1967 9 0 9 
Post Graduate 1967 0 0 0 
Total 443 10 453 
It becomes clear from the above mentioned data that 
out of the total number of applicants which were placed 
each year the number of matriculates is the highest from this 
we can calculate three things -
1. There is a greater number of matric pass students. 
2. more of them are registered in employment exchange. 
3. More vacancies are notified through employment exchange 
for matric pass students. 
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As we have noticed in Chapter VI (registration of 
applicants) that the number of applicants for registration 
decreases as the educational qualifications increases, the 
same this is also true of submission and placement of 
applicants. 
The number goes on decreasing as the educational 
qualification increases. For example in 1967 no post-graduate 
man or women was placed through employment exchange. The 
number of graduates is more than post graduates but is less than 
inter pass students. . It also can be calculated that only some 
students struggels upto post-graduate classes, so education 
should be improved upto a higher level. 
The following data relates to the placement of' candidates 
as a whole through employment exchange in the last five years: 
----------------------------------------------------------
Years 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
Total number of applicants placed from 
1963 to 1967. 
Men 
1275 
8223 
951 
1058 
994 
Women 
49 
309 
187 
256 
158 
•••• 103. 
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Due to the market fluctuations the nmnber of persons 
which were placed, fluctuated in the last five years. But 
this is, anyhow, clear that the employment exchanges are 
playing an important role in the placement work. Aligarh 
Employment Exchange has also done a remarkable work in the 
placement work. Fluctuations will be these as it is said 
"fluctuations are the paft and parcel of economic growth." 
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I The End I 
pEFINATION,t 
CHIJ.PTE_f{ A 
PHYSICALLY H.t\NDICAPPED PERSONS 
***~****** *********** ******* 
Physically Handicapped means a person who, on account 
of injury, desease or congenital deformity, is substantially 
handicapped in obtaining or keeping employment or in under-
standing work in his own account of a kind, which apart from 
the injury, desease or deformity, would be suited to his age, 
experience or qualifications. 
lb ensure unity in practice, the following definations 
are prescribed:-
~~ blind: (a) Total absence of light 
TD~ deaf: 
(b) Visual acquity not exceeding 3/60 or 10/200 
snellen in the better eye with correcting 
lenses. 
The dea~ are those in whom the sense of hearing 
is non - functional for the ordinary purpose 
of life. 
~ Orthopadically Handig?ppe~: 
Who have a physical defect or deformity which 
causes interference with the normal functioning 
of the boans, muscles and joints. 
EYnctional Cap~g1tz: 
Means the ability to perform certain physical 
functions, eg., to walk, run, lift, push, see, 
hear, etc. 
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Abe Scheme tor placement: 
A scheme has been drawn up for the placement of 
physically handicapped persons and will functi9n as a part 
of National employment service. 
The object of the scheme is to ensure that however 
much a physical handicap might limit a persons choice of 
occupation, it does not, of itself, constitute a bar to his 
enonomic development. The aim is to assist such a person to 
undertake the most skilled work of which he is capable and to 
secure is satisfactory settlement. 
e~rsons covered by the scheme: 
In addition to satisfying the defination given in 
para one a physically handicapped person must fulfil tpe 
following eligibility conditions:-
(a) He must be of working age. 
(b) He must be capable of employment, with or without 
training, and have reasonable prospects of obtaining 
and keeping employment, and 
(c) He must be desirous of entring in the employment. 
Initially the scheme is limited to the blind, the 
deaf and the orthopaedically handicapped who : -
(a) recomended by a recognised institution for the handicapped • 
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(b) are studying or have studied in normal education and 
training institutions, or 
(c) have had industrial, commercial or job experience. 
Qo-o~e~ation with sponsoring instituti~: 
The employment officer for handicapped should establish 
a good relationship with the staff at each institution in his 
area. In order to maintain his relationship he should, visit 
each establishment at least once a year, even though there 
may be no case requiring immediate interview, if he is unable 
to secure the required co-operation or encounters any other 
di~iculty in this connection, details should be reported to 
the state director of employment. 
loitisl interview with Handicapped persons: 
The initial interview should be private and may be 
held either in the institution, or at the employment office, 
as convenient. This first contact with the handicapped 
persons is of vital importance because it is the first step 
on the road to suitable employment. The employment officer 
should, therefore aim at developing to the utmost specialist 
technique which are necessary in dealing with the handicapped. 
Y£c~cy and Subm~ssion: 
Vacancies specially for handicapped persons, which are 
notified by the employer direct to the employment officer 
Handicapped shoUld be recorded in order cards X-2 in accordance 
with the normal employment exchange procedure. If within a 
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reasonable time, it is not possible to fulfil the vacancies, 
the position should be explained to the employer and if he 
is not prepared to wait untill suitable handicapped persons 
become available, the vacancies should be transferred to the 
appropriate employment exchange. 
Placement records e.g., Live register, Dead registers, 
record of registrations, live order register, dead order 
register, vacancy order register etc. should be maintained 
in the normal manner. Index cards of applicants placed should 
be filed separately in the dead register, however for the 
purpose of follow up. Their cards shoUld not be destroyed 
untill the follm,v up action is completed. 
FollQH UJ;!: 
The main purpose of follow up is to ensure that the 
placing has been satisfactory, and if not, to give the employ-
ment officer for the handicapped the opportunity of arranging 
any adjustment which may be necessary, or trying some other 
form of settlement. In addition, it helps, to make the 
handicapped person feel that interes·t in his welfare does not 
cease on his starting work. 
Agyisgry Committe~: 
An advisory committee should be set up in respect of 
each employment officer Handicapped, in consulation with 
Government of India. 
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The State Ebrector of Employment should be the Chairman 
and employment officer of handicapped the member secretary. 
The function of the committee will be to advise the 
state director of employment and the employment officer on 
problems effecting the employment of the hahdicapped in the 
state. 
The Committee should meet preferably once in six 
months or at least once a year and meetings should be arranged 
by the secretary in consulation with the chairman. 
Boarg of e~perts: 
The board of experts should function as a panel of 
the advisory committee. It should consist of a general 
physician (Government) an aphthalmologist, an orthopaedic 
surgeon and an ear, nose and throat specialist, a Neurophy~i­
cian, two representatives of employer~ and workers peoples 
organisation respectively and two social workers. The medical 
members should be appointed by the state director of employment 
in consUlation with the government of India, and the non medical 
members should be drawn from the advisory committee and 
elected by the Committee at its first meeting. The board will 
concerned only with the case work, its function being to examine 
and advise about the employment capacity or eligibility for 
registration of applicants referred by the Employment Officer 
Handicapped. 
The employment officer for handicapped should render 
the undermentioned reports and returns to the D.G.E. and 
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T, copies being endorsed to the state director of employment. 
~ontnlY Na~rative t§port: 
The report should consist of two sections. The first 
section should relate to the activities of Employment Officer 
Handicapped and the second to the activities of normal 
exchange inthe state regarding registration and placement of 
handicapped persons. 
~H. Statemg;mts - l: 
Monthly statistical smmaary of work performed in respect 
of physically Handicapped persons. 
;e. H, Statements - 2: 
Quarterly return in respect of follO'\rl up work done on 
placements. 
P.R. Statements - a: 
Returns in respect of works performed by the board of 
experts. 
In Aligarh district employment exchange, there are 
4 (four) Handicapped persons registered from a long time and 
9 (nine) persons got employment through this exchange. 
Because the employment exchange for handicapped persons 
is in Dehradun, and that employment exchange deals only with 
the work of handicapped persons, so the other employment exchanges 
of the state are not very much responsible for the work. ~ough 
they are performing this too, to some extent. But it is of a 
negligible importance. 
f Th_e End I 
- -
C H 4 P T E R !I 
*********** 
* REPORTo * 
*********** 
HOlJT,HI.Y NARRATIVE REPORT: 
Each employment exchcinge should sUbmit to the state 
director a monthly narrative report which should be precise, 
informative and true record of the dctivities during the 
month. Narrative reports keep the state directorate informed 
of the work of employment exchanges, and are collectively 
used for the preparation of their monthly progress reports. 
This also provide material for various reports of government 
on the -vrorking of ·che National Employment Service. It is 
therefore vital that the material given is reliable, bal~~ced 
and comprehensive. Each report should indicate clearly the 
progress m~de and difficulties encountered during the month 
under revievr. Report rendered by parent exchanges should 
cover the activities of sUbordinate offices. Subordinate 
offices should prepare three copies of their Narrative reports, 
one for their parent exchange, one for their state director 
and one for their O\vn record. ~e aim should be to give an 
over all cohesive picture of the area under jurisdiction and 
not to summarise or merely reproduce from the report of 
subordinate exchanges. 
The following paras should be given in this report. 
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1. Abe employment situation in general: 
A critical appriciation of the employment situation 
and employment trends in the areas of jurisdiction should be 
given in this para. Mention should be made of new industries, 
establishments, or development schemes which are being set up. 
' The commencement or termination of seasonal activities in local 
fields of employment and the closing or re-opening of any 
important factory or establishments etc., should be mentioned 
with a comment on the probable effect of the event on employment. 
Local hindrances to normal development of the economic life and 
the expansion or maintenance of employment opportunities within 
the area of jurisdiction should be commented on, e.g., lack 
of raw materials, transport etc. Before recording such items, 
however, careful enquiry should be made to ascertain the real 
facts and to distinguish between unfounded rumours and reality. 
2. An appriciation of Statics rendered: 
The para should be devided into following sub-paras. 
1. Placing, 2. Registrations, 3. Vacancies notified 4. Submissions, 
s. Employers using the exchange, 6. Th.e live register. The 
reasons for increasing or decreasing and trends in the figure 
relating to each sub-para should be given. 
3. Shortage and surplus of manpower: 
Report regarding the presistant shortage of types of 
personnel existing in the exchange area should be based on known 
facts capable of being substantiated. The existance of a 
shortage in a specific occupation should be studied and reported • 
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4. Appreciation of work done for special types of applicants/ 
vacancies, as professional and executive branch work, 
including overseas, scholars, displaced persons, discharged 
government employees, women, passed out trainees, the 
armed forces. 
s. A brief account; of staff training activities conducted 
during the month should be given. 
6. Conferences and meetings. 
7. Publicity and public relations. 
8. Any other items of interest. 
9. Special reports if any as required from time to time to 
the state director. 
10. Training admissions. 
11. Community development activities. 
12. S~1ary of the statistics of the work done in connection 
with the employment exchange (compulsory notification of 
vacancies) Act 1959. 
Inspite of this employment exchange submits a quarterly 
report to the state director, and one yearly report to the 
same, these reports contain all activities i.vith a quartet• 
and a year. 
According to one report in 1964 only two persons were 
sent for training of the employment exchanee from Aligarh 
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Employment Exchange. In 1965 no person was sent,in 1966 
three persons received this training and in 1967 only one 
person w·ent for training~ 
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Generally we find, every where, one chapter as 
"Conclusion 11 in the end of every discussion. What is the 
purpose of adding the chapter namely "llie Conclusion? " So 
far as I think the purpose is that after a good deal of 
discussion on the problem, the writer should be able to point 
out some praisworthy aspects of the problem on one hand and 
some dra~ovbacks on the other. And having in view· the causes 
of these drm·rbacks, the writer should also give some suggestions 
and remedies for the improvements in the problems. I have also 
(t. 
tried to give the s~ething here. 
The discussions in the previous chapters were based on 
the workings of emplo~~ent exchange of Aligarh in the last 
five years. Having in view the above discussion it can be 
said that the employment exchanges as a whole are of very 
great importance for the development of an economy. In some 
sectors in Aligarh its works are remarkable, as in the section 
of employment market information, its works are worth praisable. 
In the field of registration also its progress is noteworthy. 
But in other fields it is not working properly. n1ere 
are several reasons to this. These reasons c~~ be divided into 
tvro broad classes. 
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1. Non performance of duty properly by the officials of 
employment exchange of Aligarh. 
2. Conditions of the economy. 
Host importu.nt reason for the unf(;l.vourable results 
from employment exchr~ge in Aligarh is that the officials of 
the employment exchange are not performing their duty properly 
and honestly. As mentioned in the previous chapters that the 
officials make fal!a entries in the registers. In the section 
of vocational guidance, before 1965 near about all the entries 
are false. The entries regarding the contacts vlith industrial 
establisrunents and contacts with educational institutions are 
falsely given. Again the datas regarding the visits to the 
industrial establishments and educational institution are also 
wrong to a great extent. The datas which deals to the vocational 
guidance rendered to women applic~1ts are also wrongly entered 
in the registers. The employment informa~ion room is also not 
properly, organised, there are onlysome books in the room, 
there are onlysome charts and pamphelates in the room. ~ccording 
to an information near about 100 rupees, yearly, are spent on 
the books and other things of the information room. But God 
better knows, where this money eoes. 
The type-writer which is used for the test of the 
students, is quite useless, the words are not clear on that, 
it is binded from several places with pieces of string, it 
cannot be moved properly. If any candidate complaints against 
this, he is replied that only this type machines is meant for 
tests, though there are other machines also but the candidate 
is forced to use that only. 
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The applicants from distant places, if reaches after 
2 P.M. to the exchange they are not registered and are treated 
badly, so they feel disguisted from the exchange. 
This condition is not only with Aligarh employment 
exch&~ge, this is a general thing for about every exchange. 
The second problem is that our public is not so advance 
and forward to keep pace 1-rith each improvement. .Any way public 
is not co-operating with employment exch~~ges. Only 30% of 
the educated persons come for registration in the employment 
exchange. This is due to the fact that public is not aware 
&ao~~the importance of employment exchange and the works which 
it can perform, if it is used properly. On the other hand there 
is a lack of employment opportunities, so employment exchange 
fails to offer jobs to all the applicants who are in need of 
such assistance, and their interests in employment exchange 
decreases. 
The employment officer of Aligarh district, in a reply 
to a letter to the State Director gives the reasons of the 
unsuccessfulness of Aligarh employment exchange in different 
sec-tions. He replied, "1ve remained unsuccessful because most 
of the applicants (whether they are primary educated or 
highly educated) demand employment soon after their registra-
tion. Due to the lack of employment opportunities, they are 
not satisfied with the guidance given to them by this employment 
exchange 11 • 
Further argueing about vocational guidance section he 
added, 11\vhen the efforts of the establishment of this sec·tion 
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were going on, inspite of the advertisements in schools, 
colleges and news papers, neither the students nor the 
guardians came to the exchange. " He further added, "the 
inhebitent students and guardians of modern cities have 
more information,s ·than what \ve can tell them about the 
employment conditions." 
He further replies, 'Vpto the time, suitable employment 
for each person is not available, and new resotlrces of 
employment are not provided on a large scale, the public will 
neither give attention to the guid&~ce programme nor will 
take any interest in employment exchanges"· He said, 11there 
is a great need of agricu.ltural and primary occupations for the 
public. Small number of vacancies can not fulfil their 
desires. " 
He also said, 11the Open Evening Programme can not be 
successful in the prevailing conditions. On the other hand 
no other programme is seems to be satisfactor:l in providing 
employment to the public "• He added, "employment is the 
~ 
•economic • problem of the country, employment exchanges -d~Q 
cannot be successful in solving this problem. 11 
Now it is necessary to discuss the futtlre prospec·ts 
of employment exchange. Having in view the historical 
background of employment exchange, and the recent improvements, 
it can be said that this institution will improve to a great 
extent. Its f~ture is bright in the sence that more employment 
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exchanges will be establishedin the future and in old 
established employment exchanges new sections will be opened 
as vocational guidance programme, employmen·t market informa-
tion section and Open ~rening Programmes etc. 
As regard to the future of, particularly, Aligarh 
employment exchange, it can be said that it will also expend. 
As it has expended in the previous years, new scheme of open 
evening programme also started and in near future it will be 
expended to a good extent. ~ut all these improvements will 
be quantitative and not qualitative. When the present 
programmes are not implimented properly, what it will do with 
ne-v1 schemes. 
But it is clear that, if this employment exchange 
performs its duties properly it will be improved to a great 
extent. In this regard the following suggestions will be 
helpful. 
There should be inspec·tions in a proper way, of the 
work performed by employment exchange Aligarh. Tnough the 
inspection programme of employment exchanges is going on 
no'tv-a-days, but it is also not in a proper way. This should 
be done strictly, otherwise the officials can cheat easily. 
The employment information room should be checked 
by authorities to knov1 whether the current literature is 
available there or not, whether it is properly managed or 
not etc. 
The other problem is that the public is not co-operating 
with employment exchanges. Though publicity programme is very 
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importan~~ but only publicity and advertisement programmes 
will·not solve the problems which employment exchanges are 
facing. Most important thing is the creation of more and 
more employment, when enough employment opporttmities will 
be available, public will naturally trust in the employment 
exchanges. 
n~e most useful thing is that, just like the compulsory 
notification of vacancies act 1959, there must be a compulsory 
registration act. There must be the provision that every 
matric pass boy and girl should register himself or herself 
in the employment exchange, without considering, whether the 
persons is in need of employment or not. 
The other thing which will also be very useful is that 
all the vacancies (public or private) should be filled through 
employment exchange. 
I 
It will also be of great use to charge a fee for 
registration. The institution is serving without any charges 
now-a-days. The fee may be one rupee per year, on the one 
hand the financial problem will be solved on the other hand 
the persons will feel some responsibility, and they will 
take more interest than they are taking now. 
The vocational guidance section should be expended 
but with better organisation and care. 
iA~ 
The other very important1Which should be implimented 
bythe employment exch~~ges is to publish a report yearly or 
monthly in daily news papers about the registration, submission 
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placement a...'ld other 'l:torks perforned by the exchange. The 
public after k.nowing the good performance of exchanges 
will take interest in the organisation. 
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